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ABSTRACT

Because of the lack of study, little is known about how members of the gay community immersed in rural areas relate to one another especially relative to the AIDS Crisis and those gay men living with HIV (Eldridge, Mack, & Swank, 2008). The purpose of this study was to investigate features of attitude (fears, threats, preconceived notions, and convictions) of a mature HIV negative homosexual man from rural Appalachia on HIV positive homosexual men (Thurstone, 1928). The central research question asked was, “How do you relate to HIV positive gay men as a HIV negative gay man having been raised in rural Appalachia and lived through the AIDS Crisis?” The criteria for selecting a subject for this study was an HIV negative homosexual male, 52-60 years of age, and being raised from birth in rural Appalachia. This thesis was a case study of one subject through a series of four interviews elucidating attitudes on psychological, social, and health implication of the subject’s interactions with people living with HIV (Halkitis, Wolitski, and Millet, 2013). The researcher transcribed these with general results narrowed into specific conclusions by identifying each time the subject re-counted an experience having to do with a gay HIV positive man. Three significant conclusions were drawn: The subject held (a) accepting, (b) concerned, and (c) empathetic attitudes toward gay men living with HIV.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL INFORMATION

In this chapter, the researcher introduces the subject of this study, the social repercussions of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) within the gay community as defined by an HIV negative homosexual man raised in rural Appalachia, and having lived through the Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) Crisis as an adult. Here also, the researcher states the problem and how this study’s purpose will contribute toward a solution. The significance of the study, through the interest of those who could potentially be affected, are explicated. Additionally, limitations, assumptions and operational definitions are addressed.

Introduction

HIV is a disease that attacks the immune system’s T cells (United States Department of Health and Human Services, 2015). With no treatment, the person battling the disease will not be able to properly fight illness, and currently, there is no known cure (United States Department of Health and Human Services, 2015). The disease was first discovered in the early 1980s among homosexual men, and since, this group has been the most at risk in America (Andriote, 2012).

Eldridge, Mack, and Swank (2008) asserted homophobic feelings are more commonplace in rural areas, especially in the Appalachian region. Largely, the group is relegated by inherent societal prejudice as homosexuality was characterized as a disease only 42 years ago (Eldridge, Mack, & Swank, 2008). Likewise, Appalachian residents are more likely to find homosexuality dissolute and exert sexual prejudice perpetuating a
view that this sexuality is not a rightful lifestyle (Eldridge, Mack, & Swank, 2008; Herek, 2002). To overcompensate for being homosexual, gay men are more likely to separate themselves from matters affecting their community, including HIV (Eldridge, Mack, & Swank, 2008). In overtly heterosexist societies, this set is more likely to cope with internalized homophobia (Mclaren, 2015). Therefore, uneasiness toward self-identity may create disconnectedness (Mclaren, 2015).

Most research, homosexuality focuses on urban respondents; so, there is a gap in more rural perspective of gay issues (Eldridge, Mack, & Swank, 2008). The rural gay was once thought to be an anthropological legend (Fisher, Irwin, & Coleman, 2014). Moreover, Fisher, Irwin, and Coleman (2014) found gay men have particularly uncommon experiences being immersed in rural regions. Therefore, these uncommon experiences may cause differentiated attitudes amongst a community.

According to Thurstone (1928), variables of attitude include a person’s “preconceived notions, . . . fears, threats, and convictions” relating to a matter (p. 535). Men who are 52–60 were young adults when the HIV epidemic first occurred (Andriote, 2012). So, this study seeks to measure the aforementioned facets of attitude in an HIV negative homosexual man ranging in this age bracket in Appalachia as he relates to HIV positive gay men. Although existing research on rural homosexual life indicates that, in Appalachia, it should be harder, the problem remains that there is limited research on how this would affect an HIV negative gay men’s attitudes toward those that fight the disease in the region (Fisher, Irwin, & Coleman, 2014).
Statement of the Problem

In scientific research, Appalachian homosexual males as they relate to the HIV experience, is a vaguely studied subject (Eldridge, Mack, & Swank, 2008). However, this group has a distinctive perspective, especially due to increased discrimination and higher value on masculinity (Eldridge, Mack, & Swank, 2008). They are more likely to struggle with the distress of their situation, and older males who witnessed the entirety of the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) epidemic may have a unique viewpoint (Halkitis, Wolitski, & Millett, 2013). These factors could influence mature HIV negative homosexual men’s attitudes toward HIV positive gay men; however, there is inadequate knowledge, now, to draw a knowledgeable perspective (Eldridge, Mack, & Swank, 2008).

Purpose

The purpose of this study is to investigate features of attitude (fears, threats, preconceived notions, and convictions) of a mature HIV negative homosexual man from rural Appalachia on HIV positive homosexual men. The central research question asked was, “How do you relate to HIV positive gay men as a HIV negative gay man having been raised in rural Appalachia and lived through the AIDS Crisis?”

Significance and Stakeholders

Those that may be affected by this study are defined as people with negative attitudes against HIV positive individuals, people with HIV in rural areas, people at risk of acquiring HIV, philanthropists, activists, and prevention specialists. Young, Koch, and Preston (1989) associated homophobia with human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and
studied the connection of treating the disease in rural locales. Although in non-urban areas the disease is more stigmatized, it has been shown that attitudes change with education (Young, Koch, & Preston, 1989). This is promising as those holding negative stereotypes about the condition, especially HIV negative gay men who are willing to accept scientific explanations, could alter their opinion about HIV (Young, Koch, & Preston, 1989). Likewise, if personal or experience based emotional opinions are elucidated, facts are more likely to be accepted (Ryffel, Wirz, Kühne, & Wirth, 2014).

Hence, HIV negative men with disapproving, confused opinions of HIV could eventually be more perceptive about HIV.

In more rural areas, for those who fight HIV, there is increased shame and isolation (Hubach et al., 2015). Sexual activity, for this group, is a coping strategy (Hubach et al., 2015). Hubach et al. (2015) highlighted only about half of the HIV positive men who had sex with other men used a condom with their last sexual partner. By understanding societal dynamics that motivated these men to partake in such risky behavior would be advantageous for the rural homosexual community; since, the group is at a higher risk for HIV (Hubach et al., 2015).

Additionally, younger gay males, Mustanski and Newcomb (2013) postulated, could be more at risk for HIV if they have intercourse with older partners. Hurt et al. (2009), in a survey done in North Carolina, found the young men who had sex with men they studied had a higher rate of acquiring the disease if their partner was older. The perspective of older homosexual men, although they are HIV negative, could lead to
more research on the sexual practices of their positive counterparts and how that relates to the younger men with which they are sexually affiliated.

Cohen (2008) purported anytime philanthropists’ aims are linked with a larger cause of helping the individual, it creates increased job satisfaction and purpose. This can be recognized in personal narratives of groups in crisis (Cohen, 2008). With this, job satisfaction, in turn, causes better quality work and increased fundraising efforts (Cohen, 2008). Although the participant will be HIV negative, his interviews will distinguish a segment of time so alarming it may have complicated the way they identify with the ill of their community (Halkitis, Wolitski, & Millett, 2013). Having these accounts will give historic perspective to current HIV fundraising efforts making the cause more meaningful (Cohen, 2008).

Similarly, activism could be increased with a diverse range of narratives that map community (Obenchain, Abernathy, & Lock, 2003). By distinguishing a set, homosexuals in this case, it compels HIV negative men and all people who identify with the orientation to feel more familiar (Obenchain, Abernathy, & Lock, 2003). A common thread encourages group identity building, and this can be translated to any relegated group with factions (Obenchain, Abernathy, & Lock, 2003). A more positive view of community as self could encourage any minority to work towards parity (Wiley, Srinivasan, Finke, Finrhaber, & Shilinksky, 2012).

Backus et al. (2010) showed established programs dealing with HIV can be usefully applied to different affected populations and intervening care institutions. This might benefit other groups dealing with HIV in more remote areas or places with similar
ideals on masculinity (Elmore, 2006). More broadly, any stigmatized disease could be better understood with explanations of how to care for the sick while battling sensitive societal issue (Elmore, 2006).

**Limitations and Assumptions**

*Limitations*

The results of this study will be subject to the following limitations:

1. The knowledge gathered will be limited by perspective and questions and attitudinal features chosen by the interviewer.

2. As the study will seek to explain societal strains, the participant’s responses could have been skewed toward a largely culturally favorable answer.

*Assumptions*

The following assumptions will be made in conducting this study:

2. The participant in this study will respond truthfully.

3. The attitude of this homosexual HIV negative Appalachian man ages 52-60 towards his positive counterparts will be examined fairly.

**Operational Definitions**

1. The homosexual/gay, beyond a man who has sex with other men, is a man who identifies as exclusively having sexual attraction toward other men (Merriam Webster’s Online Dictionary, 2011).

2. Appalachia is a United States’ region encompassed by the Appalachian mountain range without large metropolitan areas (Merriam Webster’s Online Dictionary, 2011). In this study, it is termed a locale where masculine culture is more valued
due to isolation and, historically, more brutal requirements for living (Eldridge, Mack, & Swank, 2008). The county in which the participant grew up must have received at a 3.155 or over, the median Tennessee rurality rating, on the most current index of relative rurality measurement (Tennessee Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, 2016).

3. Preconceived notions are knowledge created before an experience. In this study, they are ideas formed relating to HIV in negative gay men before being interviewed for this study (Thurstone, 1928).

4. Fear is the act of being afraid (Merriam Webster’s Online Dictionary, 2011). In this study, fears are the levels of repulsiveness in HIV negative gay men created by the dangers of the disease (Thurstone, 1928).

5. Threats are potentially harmful events (Merriam Webster’s Online Dictionary, 2011). In this study, they are the levels of anticipated hostility an HIV negative gay man might incur from an HIV positive gay man (Thurstone, 1928).

6. Convictions are strong opinions (Merriam Webster’s Online Dictionary, 2011). In this study, they are powerfully held beliefs an HIV negative gay man has on HIV positive gay men in general (Thurstone, 1928).
CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW

In this chapter, the researcher gives a review of literature centering on the study’s ontological basis, symbolic interactionism, and how the homosexual community dynamic, the AIDS Crisis, current AIDS issues, and Appalachian culture could affect the subject within that framework. Factors of attitude, the study’s basis of exploration, is also thoroughly discussed especially as it relates to the methods of investigation.

Symbolic Interactionism

In George Herbert Mead’s *Mind, Self, and Society*, thought, identity, and wider culture was explicated as being originated in symbolic interaction or, more basically, conversations using language and signals that occurred socially where one response, external or internal, influenced another’s response (Griffin, 2012; Mead, 2015). Mead, a University of Chicago philosophy professor at the beginning of the twentieth century mainly credited with symbolic interactionism (SI) theory, believed in applicability, and as Griffin (2012) described, “If it did not work in practice, forget it!” (p. 54). Born in the mid-nineteenth century to a religious, educated New England family, Mead struggled with a Christian vocational calling before he became a European taught social pragmatist and worked as a psychological researcher, a career that allowed Mead to “pursue critical inquiry without fear of ‘anathema and excommunication’ from the ‘all-potent Evangelicalism’ of American Protestantism” (Huebner, 2015, p. 832). Studying with leading German psychological scholars of the age, Mead applied his experiences to larger contexts and argued for an interpretive look at the human experience. *Mind, Self, and*
Society was, in fact, the companion of Mead’s much taken Chicago social psychology courses (Huebner, 2015).

In Mead’s professional work, investigating a genesis for psycho-moral behavior was foundational, and beyond that, the nature of human consciousness was constantly explored (Carreira da Silva, 2010). Carreira da Silva (2010) sought to explain the connection between Mead’s functional research perspective and the larger political causes with which he was involved. Mead was an active supporter of Women’s Suffrage, improving the quality of life for the urban poor, using labor unions to collectivize employees and advance turn of the century working conditions, research promoting understanding of children with disabilities, and, generally, democratic ideas where individual voices held weight (Carreira da Silva, 2010; Griffin, 2012; Huebner, 2015).

While understanding the importance of separable thought, Mead radically wrote, “the problems . . . of the day are not those of the inner life of the individuals but of social reconstruction” (Carreira da Silva, 2010, p. 131). Sociology as a discipline was in nascent development, and the dynamic nature of Mead’s time gave great opportunity for new ideas to be practiced (Côté, 2015). Fundamentally, Mead (1919) worked to create a basis for a new, more humanistic scientific approach to social research where the communities’ whole well-being outweighed other, superficial features such as power. In creating reform, society as an operable concept was more clearly defined and manipulated to derive the larger theory of social interactionism (Côté, 2015). Herbert Blumer was a student of Mead’s at Chicago and wrote the book Social Interactionism organizing
Mead’s body of work into a clear outline through his own essays while coining the term *social interactionism* (Williams, 2008).

Though their methodologies may have somewhat differed, Blumer and Mead both believed in an objective reality from which a truth, albeit adjustable to individual experiences, by deductive reasoning or sensory capabilities could be derived—a pragmatist ontology (Blumer, 1980; Williams, 2008). Williams (2008) explains social interactionism’s version of reality as “out there,” but also “what people make of it” (p. 850). Primarily, all things with which humans associate were given meaning influencing an interaction and vice versa; so, meaning constructed distinctive views (Griffin, 2012). Viewpoints were not measured as best to worst, but rather as positions by which one person can understand the beliefs and actions of another (Griffin, 2012). And, it was the relationship between beliefs, actions and a stimulus that defined social interactionism where humans were exposed to a stimulus, this was interpreted or assigned meaning, and a response was elicited (Griffin, 2012). Experience was principally an empirical act where better understanding an external reality was the goal (Hookway, 2016). Consequently, knowledge here was termed progressive as accruing it though reasoning cannot be separated from the reasoner’s combined experiences and what meaning has already been individually defined as real (Williams, 2008). Moreover, personal realities could align and create certainties that were collectively perceived as existent (Hookway, 2016). Blumer used three concepts relative to two others to discuss a resulting framework-language, meaning, and thinking—and how these created human self and society (Griffin, 2012).
The leading premise of social interactionism was the presence of meaning and its creation and negotiation through interaction and namely language, a “complex system of symbols” (Williams, 2008, p. 850). Acceptance of meaning could be understood, here, as selected best information serving the individual set in a larger context (Griffin, 2012). Symbols, such as words, not only gave differentiating names but also connote implication- a theory was a theory, but could also be arduous (Griffin, 2012). Inherently, social interactionism was not arduous, but certainly could be interpreted as that by students of socio-psychology. On the procedure of language usage, the Karl Weick’s quote was raised, “How can I know what I think till I see what I say?” (Weick, 1979, p. 133). Here, how humans organized thought to speech or, at least, encode abstract notions was emphasized (Cossette, 1998). What humans believe to be conceptually real arose in forms of communication by having gained the evolutionary function of mutually deciphering symbols for advancement, and although social interactionism emphasized language, nonverbal acts were just as significant (Cossette, 1998; Griffin, 2012). Symbols were as varied from a blink to brightly colored clothes; because again, all material and nonmaterial human encounters emanated meaning (Williams, 2008). More deeply, meaning is not intrinsic. An arduous theory was considered that; because, the representation has been socially created, negotiated, and accepted (Griffin, 2012). Additionally, the adjective has been acknowledged as an appropriate expression through the user’s thought processes (Griffin, 2012). And that, Mead argued, was what defined human communication. Not only was encryption possible, but also thinking occurred, defined as the “ability to see oneself as an object of communication [giving] rise to the
mind, which is . . . processual and social in nature” (Williams, 2008, p. 850). After meaning was assigned, Blumer posited actions were based on the aforementioned interpretive method (Griffin, 2012).

Gabrielle Tarde suggested that all humans engage in some level of imitation, which was fundamental to being a social animal (Lane, 1984). Social interactionism defined three actions that occurred during thought: minding [an internal conversation deciding best behavior], taking the role of the other [minding while taking the role of another’s thought process], and utilizing the looking-glass self [the image one adopts while taking the role of another]. Likewise, these activities worked in constructing and managing meaning on which a person will act (Griffin, 2012). These psychological processes occurred within the mind, divided by the I and the self, and emphasized a social trait (Griffin, 2012). To reiterate the ontological stance of social interactionism in relation to thinking, Lane (1984) explained William James interpretation of social interactionism as a “dualism, separate subjective and objective worlds by envisioning the self-as-knower and the self-as-known and, therefore, as part of the objective world” (p. 271). The I, knower of all that has not been socially defined, existed freely without implication, but the self was how identity came to be known through the environment (Griffin, 2012; Lane, 1984). Accumulated meaning from personal and social judgements created a generalized other in the human psyche that functions as an extra-evaluator. Consequently, as explained by SI, meaning as best derived from an almost indiscernible process between the self and society using symbols, created and negotiated self-concept, human behavior and larger perceptions that guided humanity (Griffin, 2012; Williams,
It could be assumed that interaction in the gay society is requisite to its existence, and symbols have been found to perpetuate community (Avineri, 2012).

**Homosexual Community Dynamic**

Defining community was a problematic issue. With rural homosexual literature being limited and urban homosexual populations being studied infrequently on the subject, not much was definitively known (Fraser, 2008). Particularly for those gay men who have been rejected by their birth communities, seeking to promote activism by networking, or, for any reason, seeking social support, gay neighborhoods served as resources (Kelly, Carpiano, Easterbrook, & Parsons, 2013). Modern homosexual community was a visible marker that gives power to the individual as a platform to live out daily life as an expression of the free self (Freitas, Kaiser, & Hammidi, 1996). Geographic implications could be compared to sociological ones. Some view a decline in gay community, and possibly collective identity, as progress in that, modernly, homosexuality was generally viewed as more normal, and those who were can assimilate into the popular culture better (Kelly, Carpiano, Easterbrook, & Parsons, 2013).

Identity has usually been constructed, in times where gay opposition was commonplace, as articulating the differences in straight and gay culture; however, doing oppositely in a post-gay age [where homosexuality became more normalized], in searching out similarity, it was apparent that homosexual issues were concerned with being a part of the status-quo as Americans knew it (Ghaziani, 2011). Originally, gay culture was created as a deviation from straight culture as the ruling definition to postulate a different set of expected behaviors, mainly men being able to engage in
intimate relationships of any sort with other men (Ghaziani, 2011). Basically, a group develops a collective identity by defining in and out groups through formulating what unites them (Ghaziani, 2011). Historically, “especially from 1950s homophile organizing onward, the gay imagination has routinely oscillated between, on one side, a narrow, single-interest vision, rooted in conventional identity politics, that sought an end to discrimination against gays, and on the other, an expansive, multi-issue, coalition view that was grounded in a political philosophy of intersectionality and social justice” (Ghaziani, 2011, p. 103). Gay men who survived the AIDS crisis have collectively experienced this spectrum in varying degrees.

Acceptance in the gay community, however, was sometimes based on being societally close to prominent or widely accepted cultural norms (Valocchi, 1999). Similarly, there were aspects related to homosexuality that were given higher esteem in certain circles making specific homosexual men more validated by the mainstream (Valocchi, 1999). Therefore, integrating into popular culture, there becomes new in and out groups [ones that better fit with new cultural ideas and those that remained as outliers] (Valocchi, 1999). Dissimilarly, Lewis et al. (2015) underscores that community could be changed by advancement, such as technologically mediated communication, homosexual gathering venues, such as gay bars, still held cultural prominence going against existent prejudices (Lewis et al., 2015; Weston, 1991). Furthermore, Lewis et al. (2015) postulated how gay communities were treated in social research as non-diverse and unaffected by historical happenings. Also, the AIDS crisis was integral in understanding why homosexual community forming is so complex (Forstein, 2012).
The AIDS Crisis

To first understand the impacts of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and it leading to the AIDS crisis, one must understand that sexual promiscuity in the gay community, circa twenty years before the epidemic, was comprehended as a celebration of liberation from hiding and stifling (Bartle, 2014). Additionally, one must concede that, although it was foremost affected, AIDS was a disease that reached far beyond homosexual men, which some contemporarily have had difficulty realizing (Forstein, 2012). It was that abiding ignorance which emphasized the complex sociological effects of the disease (Greene & Banerjee, 2006). There were many in the homosexual community who witnessed generational counterparts die traumatically from an undefined cause making them untouchable; simultaneously, certain politicians and Americans still denounced a termed “lifestyle” and the plague it brought, creating a continuum of dissimilar historical memories (Forstein, 2012; Greene & Banerjee, 2006).

Specifically, for homosexual men, movements in the pre-HIV years encouraged a time of discourse and freedom among progressive circles of homosexual men while riling disagreement in more conservative ones: The Civil Rights Act, feminism becoming a movement, rebellion in the larger gay communities, and removal of homosexuality from the scientific lexicon as a disease (Bartle, 2014). Still, this era was not comparable to the freedom modern homosexual men enjoy; because, young gay men 40-50 years ago still had an experiential memory of damaging pseudo-scientific, religious, and popular beliefs on their sexuality (Forstein, 2012). Many used these as a basis for activism, but
experiencing injury on the sexual psyche hardly could have been escaped (Forstein, 2012).

When AIDS was discovered, the link from HIV was not yet associated, and AIDS was considered a gay cancer or, more precisely but still biased, Gay Related Immune Deficiency (GRID) (Greene & Banerjee, 2006). In medicine, even views of homosexual healthcare providers were skewed towards discrimination, and the entire country was ever fearful of the frightening rise of those contracting this undetermined killer (Forstein, 2012). Backlash was not entirely sympathetic or scientific with certain critics calling for homosexuals to be ghettoed with assertions of uncleanliness and deviant sexual practices and living (Forstein, 2012).

Remedy began with a governmental prescription for safer sexual practices, which was not completely received in homosexual circles (Forstein, 2012). It seemed an attack on the sexual freedom that had so long defined pride in being gay (Forstein, 2012). Finally, it was somewhat conceded by the scientific community that the disease could not just be conveyed as a virus, but that, because of human behavior being the most likely avenue of exposure, the “underlying social, psychological, and political underpinnings of sexual behavior, substance abuse, and marginalization” (Forstein, 2012, p. 46) must be considered. Concession of these exacerbating factors, however, was still not entirely common, and certainly did not make them conventional knowledge (Forstein, 2012).

Those who had contracted HIV or AIDS did not only feel contaminated, but, because of social factors, those battling the diseases were shamed (Greene & Banerjee, 2006). Fears were affirmed, particularly for homosexuals with close personal relations
warning of consequences that may befall those who live as gay men, that they were somehow living an immoral life (Forstein, 1984). While most, no matter what their background, had at least some anxiety of getting HIV/AIDS (Forstein, 1984). But, importantly, the early AIDS crisis underscored mortality and the mass death in a generation compared to its recent exuberance and youth in the light of relationships, more intimate or familial ones, that left many feeling guilty, scared, or alone (Forstein, 2012). Moreover, that in defining this mortality, most significantly, again a community of homosexual men emerged forever changed and maybe more united and sympathetic than ever (Forstein, 2012). From the beginnings of the crisis until now, varied issues have arisen and some have become more apparent.

**HIV Today**

Per the Center for Disease Control (CDC) (2014), men who have sex with other men (MSM) counted for the majority of reported new HIV infections in the United States. Men who have sex with other men, youth and young adults 13-24, were the most affected male section in their age range standing as 92% of this demographic (CDC, 2014). MSM communities of color were more impacted as the number of reported new HIV infection rose 13% among African Americans and Latinos; while, this decreased 6% in whites (CDC, 2014). Over half a million MSM were now living with HIV in the United States with a relatively large category, 15%, were unaware of their positive status (CDC 2014). Fortunately, most newly diagnosed who do receive medical care (CDC, 2014). The CDC maintains that HIV predominately touched MSM groups, as
homophobia, stigma, discrimination and access to healthcare were the main challenges to preventing the spread of HIV (2014).

One of the most promising and medically advocated form of prevention was pre-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP), an antiretroviral oral medication, that when taken daily could reduce HIV communication over 99% (Sharma & Tan, 2014). As assuring as the medication seemed, its implementation still required concern: the problems of getting those at risk to regularly take the treatment and it not protecting against other sexually transmitted diseases were foremost apprehensions (Sharma & Tan, 2014). While the most common health risk for PrEP was nausea, researchers were vigilant that HIV could become more resistant with its use (Sharma & Tan, 2014). After HIV was developed, modern treatment could reduce viral loads to undetectable amounts which was vital to reducing transmission (Prevention Access Campaign, 2017). Immunity, as a concern for prescribers, has yet been fully measured, but contemporary studies on the subject were incredibly valuable toward a cure (AIDS Weekly, 2015; Bershteyn & Eckhoff, 2013). For best treatment to occur, early detection was essential- later diagnosis correlated to higher mortality; so, encouraging frequent testing was a key matter (May, 2016). It was, nevertheless, simple condom use that was still an anxiety for medical professionals, but could be complicated by complex psychological issues of users and choosing different prevention techniques better suited to varied situations (Rosenberg et al., 2012). It was encouraging that people living with HIV (PLWH) have longer life expectancies, and treatment for this aging population was an emerging concern for researchers (CDC, 2014). An innovative and most effective way of preventing HIV was considering
individuals’ behaviors leading to possible infection in a subjective way still being careful not to blame positive people for their disease (Halkitis, Wolitski, & Millet, 2013). Social inequality was shown to directly influence intervention strategies showing that more subjugated groups were the most at risk and prevention methods should have been tailored to their individual experience as other (Halkitis, Wolitski, & Millet, 2013). Living through the AIDS crisis and battling it’s resulting issues could be affected by Appalachian culture (Eldridge, Mack, & Swank, 2008).

**Rural Southern Appalachian Culture**

The South was usually thought of as those states that seceded during the Civil War that embody a cultural mindset and memory setting them apart from even the buffer states that joined the confederacy later or were not incredibly sided during the Civil War-Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, and West Virginia (Southern United States, 2015). Of these, the Appalachian Mountains were present in the entirety of West Virginia, eastern Virginia and Tennessee, western Kentucky, North, and South Carolina and the northern parts of Mississippi, Alabama, and Georgia (Office of Inspector General, 2016). More specifically on Waldorf’s continuum (2006), a classification of a modern rural area had fewer people there living, particularly more spread out, longer distances to metropolitan centers, and regions that had resisted becoming urbanized.

Once in American history, the Appalachian range was an unsettled barrier to expansion established by the quick coming of homesteaders pushed out by eastern population growth, but it was not only the physical landscape that shaped the culture
Economic opportunity, notably farming, mining, and forestry, required spirited workers to sacrifice for the industries (Office of Inspector General, 2016; Scott, 2010). Many settlers, being independent enough to forge lives in an unfamiliar place, relished that there was a lack of hierarchy and a platform to create a living environment without unwanted influence, but, in this search for autonomy, there was a certain marginalization that affected gender typing (Scott, 2010; Weller, 2013). Communities became coteries, at least to American popular culture writers, for certain ideologies to advance a culture of “wild, inaccessible wilderness, a region of people left behind by modernity, distant in time and space from the everyday world” (Scott, 2010, p. 33).

Many ways in which Appalachian culture has long faced living conditions were synonymous with masculinity: the man as provider, an emphasis on male strength to accomplish work tasks, and expert nature skills (Scott, 2010). Scott (2010) recognized three types of men in the Appalachian coal mining industry which emphasized their heteronormativeness and ways these classifications could be widely applied to Appalachian culture. The family related masculine identity to being employed and material consumption as a father and husband (Scott, 2010). The tough guy took pride in or at least acknowledged the nature of rough working conditions that proved masculinity (Scott, 2010). The modern man accessed technology and made rougher tasks easier foregoing more femininely senseless ways of accomplishing work goals (Scott, 2010). These constructs were constantly and cyclically supported through the hegemony that facilitated complicated social relationships relating a woman’s role as wife, mother, and employee—the basic structure on which an identity was based (Scott, 2010).
Christian, Wolfram, and Dube (1988) explained that “although the geographical isolation of the past has been overcome to a large extent with modern transportation, evidence of this historical isolation remains” (p.74). Montgomery (2000) postulated that isolation was an elusive concept, but still had repercussions thwarting the advancement Appalachians. This culture was not completely separated from the world at large as many traveled and held professions in an ever more intercontinental setting, but, strangely, there were parts, modernly, that were staunchly, albeit implicitly, unincorporated into society decisively linking sense of place, and the societal implications of this (Christian, Wolfram, & Dube, 1988).

**Attitude**

Even though attitude did not always connote stance, first being heavily used in figurative art where subjects would strike an attitude or pose, social scientists may have become intrigued by the word’s anthropological implications (Fleck, 2015). Charles Darwin and leading socio-psychologists took the term and those similar in the coming decades to suggest a plethora of concepts relating to emotion, introspection, and behavior (Fleck, 2015). However, in his acclaimed 1928 *Attitudes Can be Measured*, Lewis Leon Thurstone, a University of Chicago educated academic and former assistant to Thomas Edison, after becoming convinced the social sciences could not advance without a proper scale of measurement, devised an explanation for understanding attitude (Encyclopedia Britannica, 2017). Thurstone rationalized attitude as “the sum total of a man's inclinations and feelings, prejudice or bias, preconceived notions, ideas, fears, threats, and convictions about any specified topic . . . admittedly a subjective and personal affair”
(Thurstone, 1928, p. 531). While Thurstone researched ways to quantity opinion, this study utilized his delineation of attitude as an operational guide specifically looking at preconceived notions, fears, threats, and convictions per the researcher’s interest. Later in the 1933 *Motion Pictures and the Social Attitudes of Children*, Thurstone simplified his goal highlighting the purpose of defining attitude—when presented with stimuli, what people preferred and why. Underneath attitude is, of course, the most natural human feelings, the gut instinct (Kahneman, 2011).

**Inclinations and Feelings**

Inclinations and feelings, or acting from the gut, Kahneman (2011) suggested, have more influence over our decision-making than many would consider. Gachter (2012) emphasized Rand, Greene, and Nowak’s (2012) research that long deliberations gave humans chance for self-involvement; while, intuitive behavior was fundamentally motivated by the wellness of others. Haidt (2012) indicated that foundations of complex human morality were based in a natural cooperative state. Fischbacher, Gachter, & Quercia (2012) conceived, also however, that there are parasitic human behaviors, such as pilfering, that promote self-interest. Bias, through the cognizance of certain preferences, can be created (Tobena, Marks, & Dar, 1999). Put simply, the human psyche is a complicated amalgamation of inclinations that serve us and those around us while feelings toward our self and others negotiate these to create our behavior (Tobena, Marks, & Dar, 1999).
Prejudice and Bias

Prejudice is “a preconceived judgment or opinion or an adverse opinion or leaning formed without just grounds or before sufficient knowledge,” and bias is the preference created from that (Merriam-Webster, 2017). As social phenomena, prejudice and bias are not simple concepts. These forces can occur within seemingly homogenous groups, usually create and in and out spectrum of membership, are related to “social identity, optimal distinctiveness, uncertainty reduction, social dominance, terror management,” identity, and power, and ranged in being obvious to extremely nuanced (Hewstone, Rubin, & Willis, 2002; p. 575). Knowing that prejudice and bias existed did mean that their uses were unchangeable, but, by gaining comprehension of the cognitive and social aspects of the problem, improvements could have been better made (Jussim, Nelson, Manis, & Soffin, 1995; Tobena, Marks, & Dar, 1999). Darwin (1993) noted the problem of bias—constant skepticism was not productive in creating beliefs, but too often believing without consideration of disagreements or to further what is already deemed real, even if it is incorrect, occurred. Biologically, prejudice and bias was deeply embedded into the neural processes of the brain to promote adaptive behaviors (Tobena, Marks, & Dar, 1999). Since humans showed an inclination to ignore rival positions, even when a reality was exposed, being contrary to opinion, unsound logic was conjured to explain the dissonance instead of accepting the truth (Tobena, Marks, & Dar, 1999).

Through evolution, humans were better able to categorize information intake and solve problems when they could easily organize situations by creating schema defined by making prejudicial assumptions (Tobena, Marks, & Dar, 1999). However, the brain did
not immediately cogitate other’s emotions, and this development was also applied to human qualities, which was responsible for the subjugation of certain groups defined as other (Jussim, Nelson, Manis, & Soffin, 1995). Prejudice and bias are sometimes created through holding incorrect preconceived notions (Zaretsky, 2016).

**Preconceived Notions**

The term preconceived notion insinuated a point in time where all prior knowledge on a subject is encoded and organized in the psyche and a related provocation that either fit or confronted this knowledge (Merriam-Webster, 2017). They are influenced by perception (Sullivan, 2009). Sullivan (2009) explained with his definition of opinion, “personal ideas that cannot be proved or disproved, as they vary according to individual perceptions” (p. 360). So, a notion, here, does not have to be based on objective agreement, but is more connected to the casual information gathering (Sullivan, 2009; Zaretsky, 2016). Zaretsky (2016) wrote that having negative preconceived notions could have been based on wrong or insufficient information holding. Also, what was believed can occur through an individual’s own experiential pretext where information was not plainly incorrect, but rather not seen from the position of other (Zaretsky, 2016). Fundamentally, preconceived notions are an amalgam of ideas (Cossette, 1998; Sullivan, 2009).

**Ideas**

Idea, or articulated knowledge, was certainly an ethereal concept dealing with abstract thinking and the encoding of this through symbols others can understand (Cossette, 1998; Merriam-Webster, 2017). Li, Shaw, and Olson (2012) saw ideas as
pragmatic, commoditized and a natural part of human cognitive development; but still, little was known about idea value creation. Zambelli (2004) related knowledge creation when discussing ideas where all prior knowledge was arranged to create infinite combinations of new possibilities while other stimuli were being encountered. Romer (1993) explained ideas, when coming to cognizance, as useful and useless, and if useless, these usually are not given much more attention by the brain. This emphasizes that knowledge formation occurs different for every human; because, through their own experiences, different information incited individual reactions (Zambelli, 2004). Likewise, certain information could define stimuli as threatening (Jamieson, Harkins, & Williams, 2010).

**Threats**

Jamieson, Harkins, and Williams (2010) defined threat as stimulations with potential to take away human needs or something seen as constructive, such as self-esteem giving humans empowerment. When individuals felt threatened, they were more motivated to move away from the inauspicious situation and realign themselves to entities that created safer environments in relation to the initial danger (Sparks, Mishra, & Barclay, 2013). As a group, Sparks, Mishra, and Barclay (2013) emphasized, humans use power dynamics to create protective forces, but this was an adaptive gamble, as some played on perceived dangers to gain influence without considering the defense of supporters. It was suggested that sources of support be greatly considered for this reason (Sparks, Mishra, & Barclay, 2013). Nash, McGregor, and Prentice (2011) simplified threat as an on obstruction to a goal; so, here, more psychologically, humans reacted with
anxiety. Identifying the source of anxiety was integral in creating a reaction as those who attributed their fear to something else or defined a threat with no alternative were less likely to respond (Nash McGregor, & Prentice, 2011). Saran (2011) put threat in a more continuous context where taking a chance or being involved in a risky behavior going against the status quo was cause to incite specific behavior especially related to protest and fighting back. Essentially, a threat caused fear (Bartels & Herman, 2012).

_Fear_

Fear has been found to be innately human, and is the instinct that directs one from a hazard and into securer conditions (Bartels & Herman, 2012). Rachman (1977) postulated that fear development occurred three ways- “direct learning through classical conditioning and indirect learning through observation and verbally transmitted information” (p. 286). Essentially, Bartels and Herman (2012) explicated that avoidance was the opposite of “motivational inclinations that lead toward success” (p. 2)—it was an evolutionary practice where supposed failure could be escaped. More biologically, emotion played an important part in constructing fearful stimuli; as a survival mechanism, when more attention was payed to an environmental change, it indicated that the provocation be either avoided or gone toward according respectively to how negative or positive the experience (Ahs, 2012). Fear, here too, was an inescapable subconscious reaction influencing behavior and as far as the antithesis of professed beliefs (Bartels & Herman, 2012). Furthermore, reoccurring fear could lead to the formation of convictions (Berger and Alwitt, 1996; Holland, Verplanken, and Knippenberg, 2003).
**Convictions**

Conviction was a lesser studied aspect of attitude, but was linked to belief to which one is deeply committed to holding (Tversky & Khaneman, 1973). Holland, Verplanken, and Knippenberg (2003) proposed that just as confidence in correctness corresponds to better information accessibility, attitudes that carried deeper conviction were more readily expressed. Furthermore, an attitude did not immediately gain this significance, but through a constant procedure of measuring attitudinal outcomes, humans developed a paradigm to perform behaviors, create stability, resist change, and process information (Holland, Verplanken, and Knippenberg, 2003, p. 595; Kraus, 1995; Krosnick & Abelson, 1992; Petty & Krosnick, 1995). Attitudes that persistently best serve sustained the deepest conviction (Holland, Verplanken, and Knippenberg, 2003).

Moreover, as Berger and Alwitt (1996) defined, attitude was multidimensional, ranging both from negative to positive and dismissively to deeply convicted with previously held beliefs influencing each measurement, creating a dynamic view of conviction forming (Petty & Krosnick, 1995; Raden, 1985). Berger and Alwitt (1996) and Holland, Verplanken, and Knippenberg (2003) both highlighted that personal reflection in whatever form and influenced by whatever stimuli was essential to this process; while, Abelson (1988) originally constructed the idea of conviction as a feeling of ownership that influenced behavior and thought.
Features of Attitude on HIV Studied in the Homosexual Community

In wider American culture, negative attitudes toward homosexuals, and more specifically those living with HIV, perpetuated in and out groups relating to accepted social normality (Foucault, 1973). Liamputtong (2013) used Goffman’s (1963) model of stigmatization to explain that discrimination arose when ranks are given in a culture, namely, when healthier people and those closer to a status quo were more desirable. Moreover, in the United States, HIV had associations with drug use and the deviant sexual behavior of gay men, making attitudes toward it especially complicated (Scrambler, 2013). Within the homosexual community, though, there was limited study of dynamics concerning HIV and stigma. Still, the topic was of incredible significance; because, insight could explain the more adverse experiences being gay in America (Courtenay-Quirk, Wolitski, Parsons, & Gomez, 2006). “Anxiety, loneliness, depressive symptoms, engaging in avoidant coping strategies, and history of suicidal ideation” (p. 56) in homosexual men, particularly HIV positive ones, could be better understood if this topic was completely considered (Courtenay-Quirk, Wolitski, Parsons, & Gomez, 2006). The researcher has chosen to study four features of attitude on HIV in the homosexual community in this study: fear, convictions, threats, and preconceived notions.

Preconceived Notions

It was progressive of Pattison, Hauerwas, and Patton to highlight in 1976 that homosexual individuals, instead of requiring conversion, should be seen as targets—the problem is that whenever we have a persecuted group which is labeled as deviant, the person who is a member of that group becomes a social victim of
prejudicial stereotyping. The deviant is not a flesh-and-blood person but is only a thing, an It” (p. 232).

It was poignant to underline the late 1970s and early 1980s, the first days of the AIDS crisis when the disease was exclusively and negatively associated with homosexual men and their perceived deviant and overly active sexual lifestyles and intravenous drugs, socially held preconceived notions that led to stigma and homophobia (Lokko & Stone, 2016).

In the mid 1990s when the medical community were largely giving the AIDS Crisis heed, there were still those workers who held preconceived notions making patient experiences awkward (Japsen, 1994). To increase understanding and, consequently, compassion, Seth Ellis, then Vice President of Long Beach’s St. Mary Medical Center, believed "if you just . . . begin educating people, you will be off to a good start” (Japsen, 1994, p. 81). This model of knowledge building was commonly productive, but could ignore the nuanced and multifaceted nature of prejudice (Callender, 2015). By analyzing negative preconceived notions with a framework from both perspectives of the subjugated and biased, going deeply into reason why prejudice occurs obviously and implicitly, better didactic systems could have been constructed (Callender, 2015).

Then stereotyping happened, and although the cultural position of homosexuals has improved, Ware, Wyatt, and Tugenberg (2005) showed that treatment, medically and societally, was still influenced by the preconceived notions held about PLWH (Whitely, 2001). Here was seen that deleterious beliefs assumed before contact with a PLWH can damagingly affect the ensuing interaction (Ware, Wyatt, and Tugenberg, 2005).
Abdul-Malik (2004) posed that attitudes related to those first disapproving attitudes toward homosexual PLWH still existed in “high-profile members of society” (p. 80) which suggested that even seemingly outdated perspectives from decades ago did have resonance. When analyzed, there were many that still derive meaning from anti-homosexual religions, gender role norms, politics, and mass media outlets (Callender, 2015). Callender (2015) argued “there is evidence that gay and lesbian people continue to face significant stereotyping, prejudice, and discrimination across numerous functional domains of life, including employment, health care, public accommodations, civil rights, housing, and day-to-day interpersonal interactions” (p. 782). So, when social standards held support for subordinated groups, there were more tacit methods of a significant minority that showed anti-homosexual sentiment. Here were multiple and even seemingly unrelated beliefs with complex sources which contributed to one larger negative preconceived notion (Callender, 2015; Dovidio, Kawakami, & Gaertner, 2002; Dovidio & Gaertner, 2000; McConahay & Hough, 1976). These negative ideas create fears that distance one from another (Skitka, Bauman, & Sargis, 2005).

Fear

Houtsonen, Kylma, Korhonen, Valimaki, and Suominen (2014) cited fear as being a problematic force in communities where HIV was common. Not only did anxiety of the disease lead to avoidance of those in need of medical care and basic interaction, but also created a devalued social status, or stigmatization, for people living with HIV (PLWH) (Houtsonen, Kylma, Korhonen, Valimaki, & Suominen, 2014; Major & O’Brien, 2005). PLWH were sometimes predominantly associated with their disease which created
objectification; put simply, how others perceived HIV directly influenced how the person living with it was considered (Houtsonen, Kylma, Korhonen, Valimaki, & Suominen, 2014; Persson, 2005). Ultimately, aside from the fundamental fear of contraction, there was attached social nuances in being connected to a PLWH, and this could most detrimentally affect HIV positive persons. When fear especially related to stigma exists, subordinated groups were more likely to suffer from “poor mental health, physical illness, academic underachievement, ... low social status, poverty and reduced access to housing, education, and jobs.” (Allison, 1998; Braddock and McPartland, 1987; Clark, Anderson, Clark, & Williams, 1999; Major & O’Brien, 2005, p. 394; Yinger, 1994).

Externally, rejective views of PLWH were not remedied with information, and were associated to homophobia. (Herek & Capitanio, 1999; Summers, 1991; Zagumny & Deckbar, 1995). Fear of self could influence internal homophobia, and create certain convictions (Allport, 1954).

Generally, since its discovery almost 40 years ago, attitudes toward HIV have been frequently studied and shown to improve; however, specifically relating to fear and stemming stigmatization, two lesser reviewed components, negative feelings remained established (Herek, Capitanio, & Widaman, 2002). Although stigma was superficially a social issue, when internalized through interactions where PLWH were relegated, fear of lessening one’s own standing was perpetuated (Brent, 2016). Within the homosexual community, fear was extremely injurious considering being correlated with not being tested for HIV (Herek, Capitanio, & Widaman, 2003). Moreover, Myers and Dean (1998) defined internalized homophobia (IH) as a gay man’s application of an anti-homosexual
outlook on himself, and tendencies of mental illness and committing suicide were shown to increase by identifying as homosexual (Fergusson, Horwood, & Beautrais, 1999; Newcomb & Mustanski, 2010). Furthermore, IH was shown to cause difficulty identifying as gay especially in divulging orientation, not wanting to associate with other homosexual or adjacent individuals, having sexual troubles, and highly lessened self-view (Newcomb & Mustanski, 2010; Meyer & Dean, 1998). Allport (1954) postured that developments such as IH were reactions to negative features of attitude such as fear perpetuated by threat (Newcomb & Mustanski, 2010).

**Threats**

Joseph, Adib, Joseph, and Tal (1991) explicated that threat was linked to the prevalence of the HIV- with less risk of contraction, threat decreased. However, when faced a high threat of acquiring HIV, Joseph, Adib, Joseph, and Tal (1991) found that homosexual men were still practicing risky sexual behaviors possibly perpetuating the epidemic. Identity, here, was meaningful, and defined as variable, “there is no such thing as a single homosexual identity. Rather, its nature may vary from person to person, from situation to situation and from period to period” (Joseph, Adib, Joseph, & Tal, 1991, p. 288). By contemplating how those facing HIV saw themselves, especially in a social context, the threat HIV posed and its implications might have been better understood (Joseph, Adib, Joseph, & Tal, 1991).

The experience of threat from HIV was conceptualized as fear of contracting it and what ramifications that might incur and how vulnerable an individual was in addition to what changes one could encounter in the varied contexts of life (Rimal, Bose, Brown,
Mkandawire, & Folda, 2009; Witte, 1994; Zhang, Zhang, & Chock, 2017). Perception was certainty, and how developing HIV was comprehended through held beliefs was termed perceived threats (Zhang, Zhang, & Chock 2017). By emphasizing the threat of vulnerability while remaining compassionate toward PLWH, communicating HIV could have been reduced (Zhang, Zhang, & Chock, 2017).

Nonetheless, beyond the personal, The United Nations, in 2002, declared AIDS a threat to international peace and security upon the fear and need HIV generates.

Threats to the security of individuals underlie the larger political and economic ramifications of this disease. When children, workers, and government elites alike are affected by HIV/AIDS, the financial and administrative security of countries consequently come into doubt, and the disease turns into a politicized issue (Luo, 2002, p. 1649).

Therefore, Governments were motivated to fight the disease with scientific means realizing their international standing was at risk (Luo, 2002). The threat of being other lead to the creation of misled convictions (Skitka, Bauman, & Sargis, 2005).

Convictions

Skitka, Bauman, and Sargis (2005) linked conviction and moral mandates and found that attitudes concerning issues with moral elements influenced behavior in a regular way. The more opposite moral convictions, the more social distance was preferred with basic intolerance being shown for other opinions (Skitka, Bauman, & Sargis, 2005). Here, compliance, good-will, and building communication strategies confronting differences were less likely to occur (Skitka, Bauman, & Sargis, 2005). The
emphasizing of morality was imperative; since, those holding moral stances saw them as no less than factually absolute- a just-the-way-it-is mentality prevailed (Prinz, 2008).

Furthermore, HIV and homosexuality happened and was evaluated within social contexts. Keogh (2008) carefully described the lesser studied inner-male-homosexual-dynamic of morality and convictions concerning HIV/AIDS finding that gay men who were less exposed to HIV positive social counterparts were more likely to rely on systems of morality to manage a sexual partner’s status disclosure and consequent risk. Most men with more reliance on moral judgements expected partners to automatically disclose HIV status, but, counterintuitively, voiced viewpoints that discourages this in their positive partners (Keogh, 2008). Conversely, homosexual men who were more in contact with HIV positive counterparts were less reliant on status disclosure seeing HIV as ordinary and dealing with its risks pragmatically (Keogh, 2008). If negative convictions about HIV could exist within the homosexual community, members internalized stigma. Hodgson (2007) saw this as moral decay instead of moralizing where any structure of belief that perpetuates suffering of an already afflicted group was considered at least partly dangerous (Hodgson, 2007). For eliminating prejudice, Hodgson (2007) and Keogh (2008) both prescribed compassionate and scientific consideration of PLWH.

Summary

Starting with symbolic interactionism, the researcher sought to elucidate the ontology of this study where, through the subjectivity of human experience, individuals create and negotiate the meaning of their existences through the exchange of symbolic information in a dynamic environment and point of time (Griffin, 2012). For the subject,
the researcher defined the homosexual community, the presence of HIV/AIDS, and life in rural southern Appalachia as a condition where the subject derived meaning about HIV positive gay men through his unique interactions. To explore these exchanges and the connotations at which the subject arrived, certain features of his attitude, as defined by Thurstone (1928) were investigated [preconceived notions, fears, threats, and convictions] especially as they relate to other gay men living with HIV.
CHAPTER THREE
METHODS/PROCEDURES

In this chapter, the researcher expounds his research design, information about the subject and how he was chosen, how data was collected and analyzed for the results and conclusions sections of this study, and what strategies were used to increase confidence in this work. It should be especially noted that the single subject case study was used to protect those being recruited from the historically subjugated gay community (Callender, 2015; Merriam and Tisdell, 2016). Additionally, the recruitment specifications were designed to find the unique perspective within the gay community relating to HIV, rurality, and unique experiences of a certain age. Furthermore, the methods of multiple interviews and their analysis sought to show the perspective of the subject as a distinctive voice while simultaneously showing as much integrity to the scientific process as possible.

Research Design

This study utilized a qualitative research approach and follows a phenomenological method, as this type of investigation was suited for finding out the unique perspectives of an interviewee (Waters, 2015). Constructivism is a strategy humans use dissecting world-view and examines the truth of an individual experience (Easton, 2008). Open-ended interviews that allow for personal narrative attained this, and, although they usually study a smaller population, this type of research must not be relegated as unimportant. The complexity of the human life cannot be completely expressed in numbers (Easton, 2008). The case study method was chosen to decrease risk
in the recruitment process—only one participant from the too often marginalized LGBT+ community was needed (Callender, 2015; Merriam and Tisdell, 2016). Merriam and Tisdell (2016) described qualitative case study research as “richly descriptive” (p. 37) studies that are useful when a phenomenon and those affected by it are difficult to separate, such as human immunodeficiency virus and gay men (Forstein, 2012). The essential nature of the case study and best reason for it being employed is to profoundly investigate one thing that is expressly defined (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). [For example, how HIV negative gay men, having been raised in rural Appalachia and lived through the AIDS crisis as an adult form attitudes toward HIV positive men. The specificity lends itself to this case studies (Merriam and Tisdell, 2016).] Just as this study did, Merriam and Tisdell (2016) explicated that case studies provide a platform to use scientific methods procuring biographical narratives, especially in the context of a historical event [AIDS Crisis]. Moreover, as recruiting from this invisible population was difficult without referral, a case study more safely gave the researcher an opportunity to take an in depth look at a hardly examined perspective which gave exhaustive information that can later be incorporated into larger studies (Easton, 2008). This study was approved by the University of Tennessee Institutional Review Board (study no. UTK IRB-16-03297-FB, see Appendix D).

**Subject**

The target population for this study was HIV negative homosexual men 52-60 years of age having been born and lived until adulthood in rural Appalachia, a county with a most current relative rurality rating of 3.155, Tennessee’s median rurality, or
above (Tennessee Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, 2016). To attain the subject of this case study, the researcher worked with the founder of a local gay networking organization. This founder signed an agreement to send e-mails to their most appropriate members, chosen as his discretion, [See Appendix B: Recruiting Agreement] detailing the requirements of participation in this study and what would be expected of a volunteer. The founder was widely connected in this subgroup and willing to discreetly send e-mails to members and possible subjects until a participant was found. The e-mail sent was labelled as sensitive, and no recruitment materials were shown upon opening it. A recruitment flyer was attached to be seen at the potential subject’s leisure. The researcher’s phone number and e-mail address was also provided.

The first response via phone fit the researcher’s criteria to be a subject. Although all interviews were completed, this subject later contacted the researcher to delete certain statements from the record, and the researcher thought it would be best practice to change participants as enthusiastic consent was sought. The gay networking organization associate again sent out a round of recruitment e-mails. The next phone response fit the criteria, and all other responses were politely declined.

As sexual orientation is a sensitive topic, although asked to refrain from this, could include names and descriptions of others, total confidentiality was assured. No names, cities or other specific identifiers was or will ever be associated with transcripts or publications resulting from the study, including the thesis. Any identifiers spoken about were assigned a pseudonym. This was described in the recruitment procedure along with potential subject being the sole contributor to this study.
Data Collection

The researcher guided a set of four hour long conversations with this participant in a private setting. Each interview section lead narratives relating to dimensions of attitude (conveyed as preconceived notions, fears, threats, and convictions) on HIV positive men. These interviews were recorded using a digital voice recorder. The researcher then transcribed the interviews, which were kept in a password protected cloud storage website during this process, and the original digital recording files were deleted. Here, the researcher used an iterative process (Garner, Wagner, & Kawulich, 2009). The following interview questions guided the researcher:

1st Interview (Preconceived Notions)

1. Describe the experience and process first learning what HIV was.
2. How has your knowledge of HIV changed since then? What events lead to this?
3. What were your initial feelings about homosexual men with the disease?
4. Up till now, have these feelings changed, and if so, why?
5. More largely, how do you think attitudes have changed societally about homosexual men living with HIV?

2nd Interview (Fears)

1. When you consider HIV as a physical disease, do you have fears for yourself? For others? If so, what are they, and why?
2. When you consider homosexual men carrying the disease, do you have fears related to them? If so, what are they, and why?
3. When you consider the societal views of HIV, as a health and social issue, as you perceive them, do you have fears? If so, what are they, and why?

4. If any fears are explicated, what measures do you use to relieve yourself of them?

3rd Interview (Threats)

1. Do you find those homosexual men who live with HIV threatening at all? If so, why?

2. Do you find the disease itself threatening at all? If so, why?

3. Are there certain societal entities that threaten those living with HIV? If so, what are they and how do you relate to them?

4. If any threats are explicated, what measures do you use to protect yourself from them?

4th Interview (Convictions)

1. Considering HIV as health issue, are there any convictions that arise when considering how it affects homosexual men living with HIV? If so, what are they, and why?

2. As a social cause, do you hold any convictions on homosexual men living with HIV? If so, what are they, and why?

3. If convictions are present, In the past, have these motivated you to modify thinking or behavior about homosexual men living with HIV? If so, what was/were the modification(s) and why?

The topics of the interviews were chosen from Thurstone’s (1928) definition of attitude: “the sum total of a man's inclinations and feelings, prejudice or bias,
preconceived notions, ideas, fears, threats, and convictions about any specified topic” (p. 531) and narrowed by the researcher’s preference to preconceived notions, fears, threats, and convictions. The nature of the questions sought to understand the psychological, social, and health implications of the subject’s interactions with people living with HIV per Halkitis, Wolitski, and Millet’s (2013) more holistic approach to research concerning the disease.

**Data Analysis**

Yin (2003) detailed two general data analysis tools relevant for this case study: developing a case description and relying on theoretical propositions. Since this thesis is descriptive in nature, the only conclusions drawn were those explicated by the subject analyzed through the ontology of symbolic interactionism. So, the interview data was organized by introduction, preconceived notions, fears, threats, and convictions. Each section had a psychological, health, and sociological component. The results were written as a representation and deep analysis of every topic the subject discussed; however, the conclusions section took experiences the subject expounded relating to HIV positive people, and categorized all of those into themed categories relating to types of attitude. So, symbolic interactionism was employed specifically as the subject’s personal experience creating subjectivity in accruing knowledge about people living with HIV (PLWH), and how symbols were negotiated to create meaning through this process (Williams, 2008). As the symbolic interactionist model of attitude building is complex, this became the logic model which assessed the use of experiential information isolating certain experiences of the respondent relating to PLWH (Williams, 2008; Yin, 2003).
Here, simple pattern matching was used to decipher any reoccurring ways the participant may have described creating connotation (Yin, 2003). Also, this study had a chronological feature where certain events were assumed to have led to the attitudes expounded by the respondent (Yin, 2003).

**Research Confidence**

Putting restrictions on a process designed to surpass the rigidity of numbers seems antithetical; however, taking steps to ensure confidence in this case study was an obligation of the researcher (Thomas & Magilvy, 2011). Rigor, defined by Thomas and Magilvy (2011), is the established trust of a qualitative study. While Gibbert and Ruigrok (2010) related it to the *what* and *how* of the methodology, this study deepened rigor by perceptibly detailing the population, recruitment procedure, epistemology by which the results were analyzed, and recording verbatim a series of interviews included in Appendix C.

Various researchers relate credibility to trust, but in more complex means than rigor (Cope, 2014; Polit & Beck, 2012). Case study credibility is the familiarity a person similar to the study subject may feel when reading its conclusions (Cope, 2014). This was difficult to establish as this case study investigated a hyper-specific population of one; however, the researcher relied on the authenticity of the interview by asking non-leading questions accompanied by follow ups making certain the subject was well understood, and immediately recording these verbatim using the literature to support results (Hays & Singh, 2012). Triangulation, or the use of multiple sources of data and multiple investigators to confirm study results, was employed by the researcher to increase
credibility (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). Not only were interviews used, but also in the transcription document, notations were made observing the subject’s nonverbal cues which were later incorporated into the actual transcriptions, results, and conclusions. Also, a series of academic advisors to the researcher analyzed results to increase critical thought in drawing conclusions, a skill better developed in more learned qualitative researchers (Yin, 2003).

Thurstone (1928) was a celebrated researcher, and popularized the study of attitude. The interview questions were created with his widely-used definition investigating common features of the human experience, namely preconceived notions, fears, threats, and convictions. By approaching a unique experience with more common inclinations, it added reliability, or the facility to use results in generalized manner (Yin, 2003). The researcher elucidated major problems occurring in the homosexual community relating to outlooks of HIV, and these were incorporated into the results and conclusions making this research pragmatic, even extending to other communities battling issues with similar social phenomena (Young, Koch, & Preston, 1989).

Making sure that another investigator could follow the procedures of a study was termed dependability (Yin, 2003). Thomas and Magilvy (2010) described creating an audit trail as a systemized way of ensuring this is possible. Firstly, the researcher described the purpose of the study in simplistic but recognizable terms, relating units of it to other parts of the research (Thomas & Magilvy, 2010). The most fundamental part of this study was the group from which the respondent was chosen, and the researcher extensively explored this in review of literature (Thomas & Magilvy, 2010). The means
of data collection are repeatedly discussed throughout this study (Thomas & Magilvy, 2010). Moreover, the researcher thoroughly explains the ontology of the theory used to analyze the research (Thomas & Magilvy, 2010).

**Researcher Bias**

The researcher thoroughly reflected on inherent bias in relation to the population and experiences being studied. He is a member of the homosexual community having been raised his entire life in Appalachia; so, in many ways he identified with the respondent. However, not witnessing the overwhelming devastation during the nascent AIDS crisis afforded him privileges studying the effects of HIV. The disease, to him, was not completely associated with being gay. Although fighting HIV was a cause close to the researcher, the threat of contraction was incredibly removed compared to those who were young homosexual men in the 1980s. Although antigay legislation in the researcher’s local and state government combined with a largely conservative background and community created specific trauma, his experience never compared with those living as gay in previous generations. All of this has combined, still to create a very empathetic view of the homosexual community, people living with HIV/AIDS, and those aligned with these groups.

**Summary**

While this study is incredibly specific, many factors studied were rarely researched, and could expand almost nonexistent literature on the subject (Eldridge, Mack, & Swank, 2008). To forge this new area of inquiry, the researcher endeavored to thoroughly describe the research design, subject, means of data collection and analysis.
The case study method protected those involved in recruitment and worked well with the distinctiveness and narrative approach of the research topic (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). In choosing the subject and through the subsequent interviews and analysis, the researcher hoped to elucidate the experiences of an HIV negative gay man, having been raised in rural Appalachia and living through the AIDS Crisis, relating to HIV positive gay men. Moreover, the researcher sought to employ strategies to increase confidence in the final results and conclusions drawn.
CHAPTER FOUR

RESULTS

In this chapter, the researcher relates interview results deeply identifying each theme discussed during the investigations. They are separated as the pre-interview, preconceived notions, fears, threats, and convictions.

Results

Using four features of Thurstone’s (1928) definition of attitude, the researcher divided interview results into the following sections: preconceived notions, fears, threats, and convictions. Here, the psychological, social, and health implications of the subject’s interactions with people living with HIV were sought (Halkitis, Wolitski, and Millet, 2013). How the subject gleaned meaning from these interactions and their own related experiences were used as an analytical framework (Griffin, 2012; Yin, 2013).

Pre-Interview

To make certain the subject was an appropriate participant, the researcher received the following answers: the subject was HIV negative, identified as a male and homosexual, was 54 years old, and was born and raised in County A, a county with a relative rurality of higher than 3.155, the median rurality for counties in the state of Tennessee (Tennessee Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, 2016). The subject cited a 30-minute commute to the next largest town. This town provided work for rural residents if they were not farmers themselves. The subject spoke of crops he remembered growing in County A: “tobacco fields, corn fields, and tomato fields.” The subject associated rurality with being secluded and equaled that with ignorance and conservatism, but said his family was different.
Both sets of the subject’s grandparents were German, “European” as he styled them. The subject automatically likened being European to “freethinking” and “more liberal” than Americans. About religiosity, the subject said his parents were practicing Methodists with pause that denoted a lack of evangelical zeal. Instead, the subject emphasized a familial philosophy. “We were raised to let people live. Their life was their business. Their circumstances were their business.” The subject contrasted this to others that lived in the area. “There, it was a lot of church and Jesus.”

Preconceived Notions

The subject described the general feeling of the gay population during the onset of the AIDS Crisis. “Everyone was scared to death.” The subject emphatically and seriously described HIV/AIDS as a “death sentence” in the early 1980s. The subject detailed that, if the disease did not kill you itself, the drugs “burned the guys up from the inside trying to kill the virus.” The hysteria was highlighted by the subject remembering,

You had people who had unprotected sex, and go home, and mix Clorox and water, and drink it thinking that that would kill [AIDS]. Because at the time, it was a big thing that Clorox would kill the active virus if it was on a surface.

Sexual practices and indulgent behaviors of the homosexual community during this time were emphasized. “It was still the age of gloryholes, bathhouses, anonymous sex, and unprotected sex. That was not underground. That was known. [Gay men] were not buying condoms at that time.” Regardless of intense fear, the subject underlined that, generally, homosexual men did not change their sexual behaviors despite assuming HIV was a sexually transmitted disease. Also, the subject repeatedly spoke about the prevalent use of
drugs, especially syringe injected cocaine, at homosexual gathering spots. “They were shooting up; passing needles around.”

And, at that time, the subject was leading a double life. When asked if he was living as completely gay in the early 1980s, the subject responded, “It depended on what state I was in.” The subject had moved out of his birth city to attend school in a metropolitan area, still Southern but not Appalachian and certainly not rural. Here, he lived mainly as a gay man. However, the subjects explicated, “I was 28 when I got married [to a woman]. I was actively dating women and men at the time.” The subject again brought up his family’s approach to letting be. “And, we were really, as I said before, raised with the attitude that what you did with your life was your business.” His reason for dating women, although it was against his natural sexual inclinations, was societal, “I knew my family would love me regardless.”

Having described his personal experience and the environment in which he was immersed before and during the onset of the AIDS Crisis, the subject explained the process of him discovering HIV existing and how the disease was communicated. “There were so many different theories. You had the one about men having relations with monkeys, and that is how it all got started. That it could only be a homosexual disease.” Although, as previously discussed, sexual transfer of HIV was assumed, the subject said, “there were so many misconceptions in other ways that it could be transmitted too: by shaking hands, eating from utensils and plates that other people had eaten off of; casual contact.” The media, the subject related, created bewilderment. “In the early ages, there was not much out there. And, what was out there, one article would totally contradict the
other one; so, there was so much misleading information . . . you really did not know what to believe. You were in a constant state of confusion.”

News entities were the source of the subject’s cognizance of HIV and it being linked to being homosexual. “When the stories first started coming out, that is all they associated with it. So, you knew from day one that [HIV] was [affecting the gay community]. That is how I found out about it, media. And, the media was so ignorant about it at that time, there was so much misleading information.” The subject was active in research, though, which ultimately affected how he interacted with people living with HIV. “Gratefully, I was intelligent enough to sort through the bad information and realize that social contact, casual contact, you were not going to get it. So, I have never shunned away from someone who is positive. That has not changed. I have always been accepting.” The subject explained his ongoing education about HIV. “Even today, you have to educate yourself on it. But, the internet has been freely available, there are books that I read, the media got much better; just researching it. I took that upon myself even in the early days.”

The subject described how experiences has changed for those living with HIV. “You know, I went to school with a kid who had [HIV], and his parents would not even let him back in the house when he went to visit.” The subject became emotional about what he had seen in City A, where he attended college.

To have been in a gay world like City A was in the early 80s, to know what the guys went through was very, very hard. They were treated as lepers even in their
own community, the community that should have embraced them and supported them.

The subject continued, “A lot of the guys . . . chose suicide. It was bad.” The subject detailed the following timeline: “I went to City A, I went to school there, and finished in 1985. I stayed for 2 years. So, by the end of 1987, a lot of the guys who were diagnosed with AIDS, they knew there was no hope.” The subjects view on the changing nature of tackling HIV was hopeful.

I think they know what they are doing now. I do not know if they have a handle on the spread, but I think they have had a great deal of success with the disease. From everything I read, the medications are wonderful. I do know people who are positive. There are still side effects. They do damage to other parts of your body to where you have to take secondary medications to take care of that. But, it is not a death sentence like it was.

While the subject seemed encouraged, he elucidated a widespread problem.

The subject repeatedly expressed that people do not think HIV will ever touch them, especially those in the homosexual community. “I mean, how many guys do you know who intentionally do not use condoms? And if you are sexually passive, the risk is so much greater. That attitude is still so prevalent.” This also related to social acceptance of those living with HIV.

You have the people it just totally does not affect. They do not even know anyone gay, or they would not associate with anyone gay, and certainly not anyone HIV positive. Therefore, it is not a subject they care anything to know anything about.
If they do encounter it, they still go back to the old beliefs, the old stereotypes. That is just how their brains organize the information.

Similarly, the subject spoke about Appalachia. “It has changed a great deal, but I think a lot, especially in this area, the ignorance is abundant.” Religious identity again surfaced. “Then you have the whole too much Jesus and too much church theory: HIV is a plague sent from God, which is probably the most ignorant.” These attitudes, according to the subject, were intentionally oblivious. “The majority people around here just do not think it affects them; so, why worry? Why try to get the information? Because, the information is out there, but it is not readily available. You have to look for it.” On Appalachia’s drug crisis and its residents being removed from HIV, the subject conveyed,

In the county where the I live, statistically more people with HIV, it is drug related. And, there are a lot of them. It is still hidden and buried. Most of the people, I would say their families do not know. Their contacts, their friends, they do not know. I do not know if they think that it cannot happen to them and that it is still a gay disease. I do not know.

The isolated nature of his city of residence had other affects.

The subject empathized for people living with HIV relating a personal anecdote. “I have heard my husband and I referred to as the ‘gay boys.’ Honestly, it does not bother me; because, people do not mean anything by it. But, we are made token. . . We are accepted like that.” There was a certain distrust with acquaintances. “But, you wonder if one of us was HIV/AIDS positive. How would those people feel then? So, it is alright to
be gay, but if you are HIV positive, I do not think some would be accepting. I know we lost friends when gay marriage passed. Because, then, it became an issue.

**Fears**

On how HIV could affect his physical health, the subject expressed he had not fully considered the associated fear. “Gosh, I do not know. I had never really thought about that actually. I am in a relationship. We are both clean. And, if there were to be extra-play, there is a lot of research that goes into that person.” The participant and his partner do infrequently engage in open sexual behavior, and the danger of acquiring HIV persists.

The fear has decreased over the years, but there is still caution. If I was not in a relationship, I do not know. But, there is definitely fear there. At my age, it is still there. It is something I would not want to deal with now in my life, just the side effects of the medication and the fact that I am a diabetic. There is a lot of protected sex.

The subject also expressed fears outside of himself and partner. “The friends we do have that are gay are much younger. They could be my children. So, I am very open to them. I encourage them to use protection, get tested, or get on medication.” On medication, pre-exposure prophylaxis [PREP], the subject described his hesitation and optimism. “A lot of people are betting their lives on [PREP]; so, I hope it is as good as what I have read. I think it is a great step forward.”

Socially, the subject again highlighted his openness and the power of being educated about HIV. “My mind never goes to that place. I have no fear of the person
[living with HIV]. I respect the disease.” Here, caretaking was brought up. “If you were HIV positive, I would have no fear of taking care of you or anyone else. I mean, we know how you get it and we know how you do not get it.” And, again, the subject eluded to prevalent attitudes toward HIV in Appalachia. “I realize I am not the norm for this area.”

Specifically, the subject feared for those who could not afford treatment and how the American healthcare system seemingly forgetting about those living with HIV. “The medication is around $10,000 a month. If the person makes a certain amount of money, they qualify for nothing.” Similarly, preventative measures relating to the fear of acquiring HIV was expressed.

I do not think people get tested enough. If I was living in the ‘80s at the age I am now, I would be at the clinic every week, and asking if they made sure to draw enough blood to get a good test. The fears not as bad as it is now; because, I know there are options out there. I know you do not have to go home and drink Clorox and water.

The subject communicated how his fear was derived and how he avoids witlessness. “Living through what I lived through in the 80s in the area that I lived . . . once you had the facts, it is like a loaded gun versus an unloaded gun. One can kill you and the other cannot hurt you.”

The subject again related the homosexual party scene in the early 1980s when riotous episodes were common for him.

There was a lot going out back then, a lot of sex in bars, and a lot of the bars had cocaine rooms. It was nothing to go home with someone whose name you did not
know until the next morning, or two or three people for that matter. The leather scene was wonderful back then. The 80s were, for gays, what the sixties were for the hippies.

Drugs were again conveyed as part of the culture. “And, I think sometimes people use drugs to escape. But they were recreation then, too. They were something you did on the weekend. Cocaine was used during sexual encounters. Your sense is heightened on it.”

The celebratory atmosphere was rooted in a sort of dark triumph, an acceptance of the AIDS Crisis and an overcoming of fear.

I think a lot of people thought they were going to die. So, they wanted to live while they were here. The gays were still outcasts at that time. . . . It was a death sentence either way; because, there were so many misconceptions about you how you did get it.

**Threat**

As a disease, the respondent still found HIV threatening. “You know, there are still cases of HIV sweeping through the blood supply at hospitals. I do not know if I could get a blood transfusion. There are still cases where it slips through.” The subject showed a sort of distrust.

Unprotected sex for anyone, homosexual or heterosexual, there is still risk there; so, you have to respect the disease. Unless you are with your partner 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, you do not know what they could be doing; so, it is your responsibility to take care of your life. Period.

This suspicion was a continuous theme.
The subject, when asked about social entities threatening people living with HIV, underscored business practices to convey negative bias. “I think there is still discrimination across the board. Businesses have just gotten smarter about how they do it.” Although the subject said it would be harder now, he still supposed HIV positive people could be easily fired.

If you went into your employer tomorrow, and told them that you were HIV positive, if they wanted to get rid of you, they would try to do it legally. They would find every little infraction on your record to use it against you. In the 1980s, they did not care if it was discrimination. Goodbye. We do not need you. A lot of that is still there.

Moreover, this misgiving about others’ perceptions of HIV was applied to familial relationships. “You never truly know who you are dealing with, even in your own family. Until the hammer hits the nail on the head, you do not know. Period.”

When confronting threats, the subject used his own behavior and experience to describe how he protects himself.

[Field of Work] is open to homosexuals, but it also may be that I was good at what I did. They called me, I did not call them. Sexually, I am very safe, which I have mentioned. And, socially, I really do not see it as a threat with other people that are positive.

**Convictions**

When considering convictions about HIV, the subject brought up his belief in a conspiracy theory. The subject could not accept that HIV was contacted from bestiality;
which, he described as the only prevalent explanation given in the beginning of the AIDS Crisis. “I think HIV was invented in a lab and [intended for] germ warfare.” His explanation was based in numbers.

When this first came out, the mainstay explanation the media and medical profession gave was that HIV started in Africa. Men were copulating with monkeys. But how many could have been doing that? Take from the time it started to the spread of it, ask yourself, how could this have happened so quickly. How many men who acquired this disease from monkeys were also having sex with men from other countries?

The subject cited how ardent the media, government, and medical profession was about this explanation. “We heard [African monkey epidemiology explanation] everyday. We heard that for years and years and years. It is the mathematics of it.” The subject also was cognizant that this belief was indecorous. “Being an educated man, I know how stupid that sounds. . . . Anyone who knows me will tell you I am not quick to judge. I am usually a deliberator. I am a thinker. It was the only theory they had.”

As a social phenomenon, the subject once more related his approach to life, but with a certain concern. “Your mind, your body; your sexual life, you do what you want to do. I am not going to judge you unless it hurts someone else. Do what you wish. I am still passionate about people not getting the disease, though.” Here, although the subject had previously cited encouraging younger friends to have safer sexual behavior, he shrugged off the title mentor.
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I would not want anyone getting the disease. No one. Even if it is not a death sentence now, it is still life changing. I mean I do not mean to mentor anyone. I do not want to warp anyone, but I encourage people to educate themselves.

When asked about convictions influencing behavior, the subject answered with a progression through time. “In the early 1980s, I continued the same behavior, sexually, that I had. When I got married, yes. I was lots more cautious. And, now, still, but in a different way; because, I have different information about HIV.” The subject described his search for personal truth.

I have the belief system that you are born this way. You are not conditioned to be this way. . . . But, if I would not have been unhappy sexually in my first marriage to a woman, I would probably still be married, in the closet and having affairs with men. That is generational, that is societal. But, also, I think there are a lot of young gay men, through the indoctrination of the church and their family, they would do the same now. But, then it was still a different time.

Here, the subject reflected on the historicity of the gay movement. “So, you go back to the 1960s, to the 1970s, and in the 1980s we were coming out in rebellion. But before that it was a hidden life. It was very sad, very sad.” He also highlighted how being gay was something he had cognizance of growing up having a family member that silently identified as homosexual.

I had an uncle that was gay. It was never discussed. I knew he was gay. Everyone did. He never told me that. He was a bachelor his entire life. It was just a different time. My family did not love him any less. They did not talk about it. My mother
had a wonderful “flamer” as a friend when I was growing up. He was very accepted by my family. I have two cousins that are gay.

The subject considered his uncle’s experience further. “Horrible. Sad. What do you do when you live 30 minutes from civilization on a farm, and there may have been others around. But, I do not know.” Additionally, the subject related historicity to his own \textit{closeting}. “It was my inner shame. . . . We were all [considered] big sissies if you gay back then. They just knew every one of us had a party dress and high heels somewhere in our closet. Now, I think it is about being open and who you are.”

Being able to be open about sexuality was attributed to a wider acceptance of people living with HIV. And, the subject emphasized empowering feelings toward being open about one’s own sexuality.

I mean I have known that I am gay since I was thirteen. I always knew though. That was the first time that was acted on. It felt natural. . . . When I hit forty, I had very successful business, my daughters were graduating, but I had inner loneliness. I think I made a conscious decision that I was not going to care what anyone else thought anymore. I was 40, and I did not know if I would see 80. But if I did, the last 40 were going to be on my terms.

\textbf{Summary}

The researcher endeavored to represent each topic the subject discussed and express the view attached to them. In the pre-interview, the subject explained not only his qualifying characteristics to participate in this study, but also espoused his experience growing up in Appalachia. In the preconceived notions section, the subject spoke about
what it was like in the nascent stages of the AIDS Crisis, how he related to HIV positive people then and now, and the importance of education when considering the disease. In the fears section, the subject reflected on the danger of HIV physically and socially for himself and others; while, he spoke about healthcare and other barriers to prevention. In the threats section, the subject expressed perceived hazards such as economic and health impediments for HIV positive people. In the convictions section, the subject elucidated his deeply held beliefs about the start of HIV and other topics on homosexuality.
CHAPTER FIVE

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In this chapter, the researcher espouses conclusions drawn from the interview process. Also, implications for this study relating to researchers, activists, medical professionals, and those working in diversity initiatives. Lastly, three recommendations for future research are given based on the researcher’s conclusions.

Conclusions

In this case study, one HIV negative subject was interviewed, having been raised in rural Appalachia and lived as an adult thorough the AIDS Crisis. The subject expounded features of attitude toward HIV positive gay men as defined by Thurstone (1928) and narrowed by the researcher’s interests: preconceived notions, fears, threats, and convictions. The researcher designed a semi-structured protocol to examine psychological, social, and health implications of the subject’s interactions with people living with HIV per Halkitis, Wolitski, and Millet’s (2013) more holistic approach considering the disease.

It could be reasoned that because of the specific nature of this study, all findings have an inherently novel quality. Dynamics within the gay community relating to HIV are seldom studied making the subject’s opinions beneficial (Fraser, 2008). Moreover, with the subject being considered a rural gay, or a homosexual research respondent having deep personal connections to a non-urban area, his views are especially desirable (Fisher, Irwin, & Coleman, 2014). Most studies undertaking homosexual issues only present metropolites’ perspectives (Eldridge, Mack, & Swank, 2008).
The ontology of this study was based in Mead’s symbolic interactionism postulating the subject’s derivation of meaning would lie in socially negotiated experiences (Griffin, 2012). By elucidating all topics discussed by the subject in the results section, the researcher narrowed these to experiences relating to HIV positive gay men, and refuted or supported these narratives with peer reviewed literature. By examining espoused narratives through this model, the researcher drew the following conclusions: the subject held (a) accepting, (b) concerned, and (c) empathetic attitudes toward gay men living with HIV.

Accepting Attitude

“I have always been accepting,” the subject expressly stated his most obvious attitude about gay men living with HIV. However, according to Eldridge, Mack, and Swank (2008), showing such ease relating to this group might be unlikely. The subject deviated from the hypothesis that his experience may create difficulty concerning those farther from the status quo and especially HIV positive gay individuals (Liamputtong, 2013). While having lived a portion of his life as a heterosexual, one may assume that the subject had a certain amount of internal homophobia which makes acceptance of other gay men problematic (Newcomb & Mustanski, 2013). Still yet, the subject persistently explicated showing a broadmindedness toward his own homosexuality. Nevertheless, the subject’s narrative aligned with other research findings, and, in this section, his views on education and social exposure to HIV positive gay men, misinformation about HIV, and knowledge garnering are revealed.
According to Young, Koch, & Preston (1989), better HIV education is directly linked to more tolerant attitudes. The subject recurrently cited being accepting of gay men living with HIV. “I took [education] upon myself even in the early days [of the AIDS Crisis].” Through much misinformation, the subject informed himself by seeking out reliable resources, connecting knowing how the disease spread to feeling less reproach for gay men living with HIV. “Gratefully, I was intelligent enough to sort through the bad information, and realize that with social contact and casual contact, you were not going to get it. So, I have never shunned away from someone who is positive.”

The subject was frequently exposed to HIV positive gay men from the worst of the AIDS Crisis, being able to test his progressive stances. “I have no fear of the person [living with HIV]. I respect the disease. . . . I mean, we know how you get it, and we know how you do not get it.” Ryffel, Wirz, Kühne, & Wirth (2014) went further suggesting that being exposed to an emotional involvement would better influence attitudes constructively toward gay men living with HIV.

“In the early 1980s, to know what the guys went through was very, very hard.” Prati et al. (2015) discovered that knowing someone living with HIV correlated with lower chances of negative opinions against positive people. Furthermore, if a person became positive and had been in contact with another positive person prior to this, their chances of having destructive views toward themselves lessened (Prati et al., 2015). The subject not only knew gay men that were HIV positive during the beginning of the AIDS crisis, he witnessed their appalling circumstances. “With no drugs at the time, and the drugs they did have at the time being so toxic, [medications] burned the guys up from the
inside trying to kill the virus.” The subject explained the extremity of the early 1980s, “it was such a cruel, pitiful; lonely death, [positive gay men] chose suicide.” According to Greene and Banerjee (2006), the AIDS Crisis was so affecting for gay men that a dissimilar cultural memory was created. Thence, the homosexual community was left with a unique and influencing ordeal (Greene & Banerjee, 2006).

Price and Hsu (1992) explained that although, just as the subject reported, it was known that HIV could be communicated through sharing of sexual fluids and blood products, many were still reluctant about casual contact, or the disease being communicated through saliva, tears, touch, public toilets, air; etc. “There were so many misconceptions in other ways that [HIV] could be transmitted, too: by shaking hands, eating from utensils and plates that other people had eaten off of, casual contact. . . . [The early 1980s was a] scary and confusing time.” Moreover, Price and Hsu (1992) directly linked more discriminatory practices to distortion about how HIV is acquired.

The subject said his main source of knowledge about HIV/AIDS was the media. Stipp and Kerr (1989) postulated that receptivity to knowledge garnering from news outlets could be influenced by viewer held anti-homosexual sentiment. The subject, although closeted in some areas in his life, never held high levels of self-loathing relating to his true sexuality. “I never hated myself for being [gay]. I never felt shame.” So, he was more able to adjust his opinion about HIV based on scientific fact (Stipp & Kerr, 1989).

This is me, you take it or leave it. But, this coming out of the closet movement is why people are able, now, to be as accepting as they are. You go back 40 years
ago and into the 80s, if people did not think they knew anyone gay, they definitely did not think they knew anyone with HIV.

The subject continued to speak movingly about cognizance.

**Concerned Attitude**

The subject, through a plethora topics, related his concern for HIV positive gay men by expounding his experiences relating to them. In this section, distrust is emphasized in religious, family and governmental units. Also, apprehension for how HIV positive were treated in relation to economic opportunity and healthcare issues were revealed by the subject.

The subject showed a protective suspicion of religious organizations. The subject was concerned that gay men living with HIV would be deleteriously affected by Christian views that HIV/AIDS was a higher power’s punishment for practicing homosexuality. “Then you have the whole too much Jesus and too much church theory: HIV is a plague sent from God, which is probably the most ignorant.” Halpin et al. (2016) advanced that although a belief in deity aided coping living with HIV, certain religious groups perpetuated stigma and discrimination toward HIV positive peoples. Although HIV positive people might be drawn to the premise of a nurturing God, they were unlikely to easily divulge their positive status for fear of being cast out of their religious community (Halpin et al., 2016).

The subject showed distrust for the family unit. “You never truly know who you are dealing with, even in your own family. Until the hammer hits the nail on the head, you do not know. Period.” The subject told of a young man he knew in the early 1980s
that became positive and was dramatically shunned by his parents. “You know, I went to school with a kid who had HIV, and his parents would not even let him back in the house when he went to visit.” The subject repeatedly eluded to not being sure about how family would react to an HIV positive status. During the advent of AIDS, it was common for gay men to disclose having the disease and their sexuality to their family at the same time causing higher chances of upheaval (Kadushin, 1996). If the family did know their son’s sexuality, a positive diagnosis could greatly complicate dealing with these pieces of information simultaneously (Kadushin, 1996).

Laughingly the subject joked, “You want me to sound crazy, do you not?” on his belief about the cause of HIV/AIDS. “The only conspiracy theory that I believe is that I think HIV was invented in a lab and meant as germ warfare. It was tested on undesirables, the homosexuals, and it got out of control. That is my personal belief,” the subject said after acknowledging his stance was indecorous. Ford, Wallace, Newman, Lee, and Cunningham (2013) showed that a distrust of government for older gay men was common with about a third being taken by conspiracy theories having to do with HIV/AIDS. And, this should be taken as a serious matter. Those gay men that exemplify this suspicion were less likely to get tested for HIV and participate in certain prevention strategies (Ford, Wallace, Newman, Lee, and Cunningham, 2013).

The subject spoke about economic discrimination faced by gay men living with HIV.

I think there is still discrimination across the board. Businesses have just gotten smarter about how they do it. If you went into your employer tomorrow, and told
them that you were HIV positive, if they wanted to get rid of you, they would try
to do it legally.

Gordon (2015) explained that HIV positive are extensively protected under the
Americans with Disabilities Amendments Act of 2008; however, the bill is undermined
by those states that have no legal misgivings about dismissing someone for their
sexuality. Subsequently, it is substantiated that gay men living with HIV are at an
especial risk (Gordon, 2015).

Similarly, the subject cited the cost of HIV/AIDS treatment and his concern that
healthcare was not doing enough for a chronic disease that is staggeringly expensive to
treat. “Our country’s healthcare system is so messed up . . . when it comes to a life-
threatening disease like [HIV], and I am not just talking about gay people, I am talking
about anyone who has [HIV].” In fact, the Center for Disease Control (CDC) estimated
that annual medical treatment for gay men living with HIV was over $20,000 (CDC,
2017). While almost unaffordable without assistance the treatments, as the subject
explicated, are usually deleterious to the person’s living with HIV health (Park-Wyllie,
Strike, Antoniou, & Bayoumi, 2007).

Additionally, the subject explicated his concern for those taking HIV medications
with a careful optimism.

From everything I read, the medications are wonderful. I do know people who are
positive. There are still side effects. They do damage to other parts of your body
to where you must take secondary medications to take care of that. But, it is not a
death sentence like it was.
Dibonaventura, Gupta, Cho, and Mrus (2012) explained that there are side effects from antiretroviral medications commonly prescribed to treat HIV/AIDS. It was also suggested there has been little research done to measure how these affect those taking these treatments in their daily lives; however, it is widely accepted that the medications restorative properties outweigh their caustic ones (Dibonaventura, Gupta, Cho, & Mrus, 2012). “Fatigue, diarrhea, insomnia, dizziness, neuropathy, joint pain, nausea, and abdominal pain” (Dibonaventura, Gupta, Cho, & Mrus, 2012, p. 744) were the most common reported.

**Empathetic Attitude**

The subject showed a poignant empathy toward gay men living with HIV. In this section, the researcher relates how the historicity of the subject’s experience inspired a compassionate outlook for gay men living with HIV. It was through the exceptional experiences of the subject during the AIDS Crisis that led the researcher to the third conclusion.

The subject recounted the nascent stages of the AIDS crisis and spoke vulnerably about how he related to those who were affected. “Everyone was scared to death. . . . A lot of the guys who were diagnosed with AIDS, they knew there was no hope.” The subject spoke openly about the riotous gay scene in the 1980s where intravenously injected cocaine and uninhibited sex was commonplace. This was simultaneously remembered with a fondness and as reasons for the spread of HIV.

There was a lot going out back then, a lot of sex in bars and a lot of the bars had cocaine rooms. It was nothing to go home with someone whose name you did not
know until the next morning, or two or three people for that matter. The leather scene was wonderful back then. The 80s were, for gays, what the sixties were for the hippies.

Stonewall is synonymous with gay liberation, and was the first popular memory marking the gay rights movement (Forstein, 2012). In many metropolitan areas where rebellion was common, there came together bands of gay men who unabashedly enjoyed their sexuality physically and the culture created around it (Forstein, 2012). This was the environment in which the subject was immersed.

The researcher noted that the subject simultaneously laughed and later became emotional recalling his experiences in the early 1980s gay scene. Stories varied from mischievously relating the dynamics of group sex to how, after having an unprotected encounter, gay men would consume bleach and water to kill potential HIV.

You had people who had unprotected sex, and go home, and mix Clorox and water, and drink it thinking that that would kill [the virus]. Because at the time, it was a big thing that Clorox would kill the active virus if it was on a surface or something. So, they were dosing themselves with Clorox and water, drinking it.

The subject had beheld it all and was of an era where suicide was a seemingly less painful death than early noxious anti-HIV/AIDS treatments. Diedrich (2004) defined this experience of witnessing as crisis where the onlooker is shaped to not only survive himself, but identifying with others affected, take on others’ suffering as their own.
Implications

By intimating the experience of one HIV negative homosexual man, having been raised in rural Appalachia and living through the AIDS Crisis as an adult, and his attitude toward HIV positive gay men, much has been considered. The possibility of using the subject’s viewpoints pragmatically is great. Implications for researchers, activists, medical professionals, and those working in diversity initiatives, in this section, are described.

As the gay community lacks understanding of many of its dynamics, the outlooks expressed in this study could give ideas to researchers, deepening almost nonexistent data on rural respondents and how HIV negative homosexual study subjects relate to positive ones. The conclusions drawn from these studies could be incorporated into formal initiatives of gay organizations in non-urban areas to bring together people of opposite HIV statuses. For example, the subject combined education and exposure to HIV positive peoples as tools for creating a learned and positive attitude toward those living with the disease. An informative and entertaining lecture series could be given by HIV positive people in venues where gay men frequent. By having scientific research to promote a group dynamic, legitimizing opinions destigmatizing HIV to strengthen the gay community as whole, a more united mentality might be created battling disease.

HIV and gay advocates can use this study to better discern strategies for recruiting and retaining men of the subject’s time in the movements. The subject’s narrative could be useful in creating fundraiser campaigns for organizations relating to issues for which the subject expressed passion. For example, since the subject expressed profound
emotions surrounding the AIDS Crisis, a group might incorporate a brief portion of an event remembering the historicity of HIV. This would honor many donors’ personal memories deepening the relationship between them and the organization.

Also, while designing HIV prevention strategies, the subject’s insight could prove valuable to how similar individuals relate to sex. By knowing what behavior might be expected of individuals like the subject, interventions could be improved by medical professionals designing tactics to combat the spread of the disease. For example, the subject emphasized condom use. Making sure this type of prophylactic is available to people like the subject would be significant. Likewise, observing the experience of HIV positive individuals through the standpoint of the subject, interactions between similar parties and what meaning is negotiated within them can be better understood. As treatment is becoming more holistic, analyzing positive people’s experiences deeply, seeing how and why others, such as the subject, treat them could inform professional development for psychologists.

More largely, for those working in diversity studies, by discerning how the subject chose tolerance instead of bigotry could be beneficial in creating social justice initiatives for subjugated groups with a complicated interworking. The subject was given a commonality between him and HIV positive people—both, in this study, were gay. Asking a gay man to speak on other gay men emphasized relatability. By finding subjects that unite groups could prove integral in uniting them against discrimination.

By using a case study method, the researcher sought to promote and legitimize this method of research as way of identifying and exploring unique lives and voices for
the field of qualitative research. By seeing this study, it is the researcher’s hope that others will be interested in methods that investigate specific phenomenon. As writing personal narrative is important to the researcher, he wishes to promote research that emphasizes the commonality of the human experience through distinctive experiences.

**Recommendations**

While the study is based on the distinctive perspective of one person, comparing a group of similar individuals would prove beneficial increasing confidence. As this study is based on the subject being raised in a non-urban area, the concept of rurality was emphasized. However, the subject did not seem to intensely identify with being an Appalachian. Further studies might seek to understand identity in relation to place and sexuality. Thurstone’s (1928) definition of attitude was used to create methods of research for this study, however, different means could be explored on how to qualitatively delineate features of attitude. The following research questions could address these concerns:

1. What comparisons and contrasts can be drawn between a group of ten mature HIV negative non-urban homosexual gay men when analyzing their attitudes on HIV positive gay men?

2. How does a non-urban gay man describe living in a rural area related to his homosexuality?

3. Through ethnographic engagement, what do behaviors of a mature HIV negative non-urban gay man delineate about his views of HIV positive gay men?
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APPENDICES
Appendix A: Informed Consent

Informed Consent Statement

Case Study in Attitude: An HIV Negative Mature Homosexual Appalachian Man on HIV Positive Homosexual Men

Introduction

You are invited to voluntarily participate in an interview-based research study that will further almost non-existent research involving homosexuality, rural Appalachia and HIV. The researcher hopes to uncover the dynamics between HIV positive and negative gay men in rural areas, especially those members having lived through the intense period of the AIDS Crisis. The researcher hopes that better understanding these relationships will delineate ways to make the LGBT+ community more united.

Information about Participants Involvement in the Study

An interview will be set by your convenience at specified location (Hodges Library on the University of Tennessee campus) asking questions concerning preconceived notions, fears, threats and convictions of HIV as a disease and social issue on a personal and social level and how you adjust to these matters. Prior to this, a short prescreening interview will be conducted to ensure that you meet the study selection criteria. To qualify to participate in this study, you must be:

* HIV Negative
* Identify as male and homosexual
* Between the ages of 52-60
* Raised in a southern Appalachian, rural area

If you agree, there will be four one-hour interviews scheduled at your convenience within a one-month period to which you must provide transportation. A parking pass will be provided at arrival each time.

This interview will be digitally recorded, then transcribed and analyzed for themes. During this process, you will be known as a pseudonym. This pseudonym will be the only identifying information attached to your answers.

It may be your inclination to cite specific persons living with HIV. Be aware that this is strictly unneeded and unwanted information. The questions being asked relate to a general attitude of HIV positive people. When talking about experiences, please do not explicitly cite acquaintances.

IRB NUMBER: UTK IRB-16-03297-FB
IRB APPROVAL DATE: 02/06/2017
IRB EXPIRATION DATE: 01/18/2018
Risks

With a face-to-face interview procedure, there is always a risk of breach of confidentiality. Maintaining the confidentiality of your identity is of the utmost importance to the researcher and advising professor. To ensure your confidentiality, the answers you provide in this study will never be attached to your name or any other potentially identifiable information.

There is the risk that through talking about experiences on the aforementioned subjects, triggers will be set. If this occurs, the researcher or anyone associated with the study, especially the University of Tennessee, are not liable for any mental distress or behavior associated with it.

Benefits

There will be no direct benefits for you as a participant.

Confidentiality

The nature of this project being a case study, you will be the only contributor and basis of research.

Your answers will be recorded on a digital recording device. This audio will later be transcribed. Any private information, especially names, cities or any other possible identifiers, will be given a pseudonym that will in no way link yourself or anyone else to this study. The recording will then be destroyed.

One advising professor that will later confer the researcher’s thesis, for which this study is being done, is the only person that will have access to the pseudonym-protected transcriptions.

Any violation of this agreement of anonymity would constitute a serious breach of ethical standards, and, with my advisors many combined years of principled research standards, we pledge not to do so.

The final thesis, to which your participation will contribute, will be shared with All Out Knoxville.

Contact

If you have questions at any time about the study or the procedures, (or you experience adverse effects as a result of participating in this study) you may contact the researcher,
Appendix B: Recruitment Agreement

21 December, 2016

University of Tennessee Institutional Review Board
1534 White Ave
Knoxville, TN 37996-1529

Dear Ms. Gilrane and Members of the Institutional Review Board:

Please note that I have agreed to distribute the following e-mail titled “SENSITIVE Info: Research Participant Needed” exactly as it is written to possible qualifying members for Jacob Nelson, Masters of Agricultural Leadership, Education and Communication candidate, for Mr. Nelson’s thesis titled *Case Study in Attitude: An HIV Negative Mature Homosexual Appalachian Man on HIV Positive Homosexual Men* upon the approval of your board. Mr. Nelson will not in any way have access to a contact list or know, unless they themselves express interest through the given contact for Mr. Nelson, to whom this e-mail is distributed.

Mr. Nelson has also agreed to provide to my office a copy of the University of Tennessee approved IRB-approved, stamped consent document before he begins this research, and he will also provide a copy of the final thesis.

If there are any questions, please contact my office.
The recruitment e-mail will read as follows:

A University of Tennessee master’s student is searching for a participant to complete a study. The research or researcher is in no way affiliated with [redacted]. You may qualify to assist. Attached is an informational flyer.

Attachment:
Potential Research Participant,

Thank you for taking the time to read this e-mail. I write to you in hopes that you will contribute to a study that will further almost non-existent research involving homosexuality, rural Appalachia and HIV titled Case Study in Attitude: An HIV Negative Mature Homosexual Appalachian Man on HIV Positive Homosexual Men.

Four one hour interviews within a month will be set by your convenience at Hodges Library on the University of Tennessee campus (parking is provided; you will be responsible for transportation) asking questions concerning preconceived notions, fears, threats and convictions of HIV as a disease and social issue on a personal and social level. Prior to this, a short prescreening interview will be conducted to ensure that you meet the study selection criteria. To qualify as a participant, you must be:
* HIV Negative
* Identify as male and homosexual
* Between the ages of 52-60
* Raised in a Southern Appalachian, rural area

This interview will be digitally recorded, then transcribed and analyzed for themes. During this process, you will be known as a pseudonym. This pseudonym will be the only identifying information attached to your answers.

It may be your inclination to cite specific persons living with HIV. Be aware that this is strictly unneeded and unwanted information. The questions being asked relate to a general attitude of HIV positive people. When talking about experiences, please do not explicitly cite acquaintances.
I give many thanks for your considering an invaluable contribution.

Jake L. Nelson
Master's candidate

Agricultural Leadership, Education and Communication

*Certain sensitive information has been redacted to protect the researcher and the recruiting organization
Appendix C: Interview Transcripts

Interview I: Pre-Interview and Preconceived Notions

Firstly, I want to make sure that you are HIV negative.

Yes.

That you identify as male and homosexual.

Yes.

And, that you are between the ages of 52 and 60.

54

Alright, what county were you raised in?

County A

How many years did you live there from birth?

19 years
Would you consider this a rural or suburban area?

Rural, certainly the part that I lived in. We were 30 minutes from anything, lots of farms, everyone travelled for work if they were not farmers; lots of tobacco fields, corn fields, and tomato fields. Being secluded like that gave way to a lot of ignorance. The area I lived in was very conservative. But, I was raised with a very liberal family.

May I ask what your family did for a living?

We had a huge farm. We had tobacco, cattle; dairy.

You said your family was liberal. Will you discuss that statement further?

Both sets of grandparents were European. They came from Germany; so, they were more liberal. The Europeans are more free thinkers than Americans. That is true today. (laughter) We were raised to let people live. Their life was their business. Their circumstances were their business. Just, raised differently than most (pause) in the area. There, it was a lot of church and Jesus (pause and laughter) for the other families in the area.

May I ask if your family was religious?
(long pause) Uh, practicing Methodists. And, you know, the practicing Methodists are like the practicing, (pause) yeah. But, no one said I was comfortable with the first part of my life. I was married [to a woman] and in the closet for almost 20 years.

*Let’s move on to preconceived notions. Will you describe the moment and/or process surrounding first learning what HIV was?*

Everyone was scared to death; because, there were so many different theories. You had the one about men having relations with monkeys, and that is how it all got started. That it could only be a homosexual disease. It was a death sentence, no question about that at that time. (serious look and thud like tone) It. Was. A. Death. Sentence. The drugs killed you, not the disease. At the height of it, I was in City A in school. It was almost like everyone thought it cannot happen to me, even though everyone was scared to death of it. It was still the age of gloryholes, bathhouses, anonymous sex, and unprotected sex. That was not underground. That was known. The gays were not buying condoms at that time. That was probably more associated with preventing pregnancy. Even though the fear was there, they were not going to let it change their lifestyle. That was the 80s and the early 80s.

*Did homosexual people assume HIV/AIDS was sexually transmitted?*
(emphatic tone) Yes. But, there were so many misconceptions in other ways that it could be transmitted too: by shaking hands, eating from utensils and plates that other people had eaten off of, casual contact. You know, I went to school with a kid who had it, and his parents would not even let him back in the house when he went to visit. (long pause) scary and confusing time.

*Do you remember a moment when you first had cognizance of the disease, especially as it affected the gay community?*

Well, when the stories first started coming out, that is all they associated with it. So, you knew from day one that it was. That is how I found out about it, media. And, the media was so ignorant about it at that time, there was so much misleading information. And, of course with no drugs at the time, and the drugs they did have at the time being so toxic. They burned the guys up from the inside trying to kill the virus. You had people who had unprotected sex, and go home, and mix Clorox and water (emphatic tone), and drink it thinking that that would kill [the virus]. Because at the time, it was a big thing that Clorox would kill the active virus if it was on a surface or something. So, they were dosing themselves with Clorox and water, drinking it. And, you know, cocaine was a big thing then too. So, they were shooting up; passing needles around.

*In the early 80s, may I ask if you were living as homosexual?*
It depended on what state I was in. (laughter) The two lives never clashed. It was two people living in one body. And, it was probably, being raised the way I was raised, it was probably more inner shame than it was of the family and external. It was more societal. I knew my family would love me regardless. And, we were really, as I said before, raised with the attitude that what you did with your life was your business. I was 28 when I got married. I was actively dating women and men at the time.

*Obviously, your knowledge about HIV has changed a lot since first learning what the disease was. What events lead to this knowledge gathering?*

Well, even today, you have to educate yourself on it. But, the internet has been freely available, there are books that I read, the media got much better; just researching it. I took that upon myself even in the early days. Just in the early ages, there was not much out there. And, what was out there, one article would totally contradict the other one; so, there was so much misleading information out there, you really did not know what to believe. You were in a constant state of confusion. And, I really think up until the past 15 years, that has been the state that most people have been in about the subject. There has been so much contradictory information. I think they know what they are doing now. I do not know if they have a handle on the spread, but I think they have had a great deal of success with the disease. From everything I read, the medications are wonderful. I do know people who are positive. There are still side effects. They do damage to other parts of your body to where you have to take secondary medications to take care of that. But, it
is not a death sentence like it was. To have been in a gay world like City A was, in the early 80s, (pause with tears seemingly appearing) to know what the guys went through was (emphatic tone) very, very hard. They were treated as lepers (pause) even in their own community, the community that should have embraced them and supported them. Probably about the time that I was finishing school, the fall of ‘81, I went to City A, I went to school there, and finished in ’85. I stayed for 2 years. So, by the end of ’87, a lot of the guys who were diagnosed with AIDS, they knew there was no hope, that it was such a cruel, pitiful; lonely death. They chose suicide. It was bad.

_How did you react to people when you knew they were HIV positive back then?_

Gratefully, I was intelligent enough to sort through the bad information, and realize that social contact, casual contact, you were not going to get it. So, I have never shunned away from someone who is positive. That has not changed. I have always been accepting.

Will you talk about if social perceptions of the disease have changed? And, if so, how?

It has changed a great deal, but I think a lot, especially in this area, the ignorance is abundant. In this area, I think you can divide it into categories. You have the people it just totally does not affect. They do not even know anyone gay, or they would not associate with anyone gay, and certainly not anyone HIV positive. Therefore, it is not a subject they care anything to know anything about. If they do encounter it, they still go
back to the old beliefs, the old stereotypes. That is just how their brains organize the information. Then you have the whole too much Jesus and too much church theory: HIV is a plague sent from God which is probably the most ignorant. But, the majority people around here just do not think it affects them; so, why worry? Why try to get the information? Because, the information is out there, but it is not readily available. You have to look for it. We are not buried in the closet anymore. It is still a stigma in places in this country to be gay, in the rural areas. I have heard my husband and I referred to as the “gay boys.” Honestly, it does not bother me (laughter); because, people do not mean anything by it. But we are made token. But, we are accepted like that. But, you wonder if one of us was HIV/AIDS positive, how would those people feel then? So, it is alright to be gay, but if you are HIV positive, I do not think some would be accepting. I know we lost friends when gay marriage passed. Because, then, it became an issue. But, I am sort of like that with everything: this is me, you take it or leave it. But, this coming out of the closet movement is why people are able, now, to be as accepting as they are. You go back 40 years ago and into the 80s, if people did not think they knew anyone gay, they definitely did not think they knew anyone with HIV. But, in County B, statistically more people with HIV, it is drug related. And, there are a lot of them. It is still hidden and buried. Most of the people, I would say their families do not know. Their contacts, their friends, they do not know. I do not know if they think that it cannot happen to them and that it is still a gay disease. I do not know.

*I have heard you say over and over that people just do not think HIV will happen to them.*
I mean, how many guys do you know that intentionally do not use condoms. And if you are sexually passive, the risk is so much greater. That attitude is still so prevalent, though.

*Interview II: Fears*

*When you think about HIV as a physical disease, what fears do you feel for yourself?*

The fear has decreased over the years, but there is still caution. If I was not in a relationship, I do not know. But, there is definitely fear there. At my age, it is still there. It is something I would not want to deal with now in my life, just the side effects of the medication and the fact that I am a diabetic. There is a lot of protected sex. Gosh, I do not know. I had never really thought about that actually. I am in a relationship. We are both clean. And, if there were to be extra-play, there is a lot of research that goes into that person.

*What about your fear for others?*

Our country’s healthcare system is so messed up. When it comes to a life-threatening disease like this, and I am not just talking about gay people, I am talking about anyone who has it, still the medication is around $10,000 a month. If the person makes a certain amount of money, they qualify for nothing. There are great programs out there like the Program A that helps people with HIV, providing medical care and medications. That is
still income based. Then you go back to the people who do not think it can happen to them. I do not think people get tested enough. If I was living in the ‘80s at the age I am now, I would be at the clinic every week, and asking if they made sure to draw enough blood to get a good test. The fears not as bad as it is now; because, I know there are options out there. I know you do not have to go home and drink Clorox and water.

Do you communicate these concerns to friends?

We do not have many gay friends. There are a lot of things in the gay world that I do not abide. The friends we do have that are gay are much younger. They could be my children. So, I am very open to them. I encourage them to use protection, get tested, or get on medication.

How do you feel about the pre-exposure prophylaxis?

A lot of people are betting their lives on it; so, I hope it is as good as what I have read. I think it is a great step forward.

Socially, you said you have always been open toward people, even if they were positive.

What fears do you experience, if any, being around people who live with the disease?
My mind never goes to that place. I have no fear of the person. I respect the disease.

(long pause) If you were HIV positive, I would have no fear of taking care of you or anyone else. I mean, we know how you get it and we know how you do not get it. But, I realize I am not the norm for this area.

*In the last section, you said that your family and doing research helped you learning about the disease. Are there any other factors that led you away from being fearful toward people living with HIV?*

Living through what I lived through in the 80s in the area that I lived, But, once you had the facts, it is like a loaded gun versus an unloaded gun. One can kill you and the other cannot hurt you. There was a lot going out back then, a lot of sex in bars and a lot of the bars had cocaine rooms. It was nothing to go home with someone whose name you did not know until the next morning, or two or three people for that matter. The leather scene was wonderful back then. The 80s were, for gays, what the sixties were for the hippies. I think a lot of people thought they were going to die. So, they wanted to live while they were here. The gays were still outcasts at that time. I honestly think the majority of homosexual people, especially in a metropolitan place like City A, it was a death sentence either way; because, there were so many misconceptions about you how you did get it. And, I think sometimes people use drugs to escape. But they were recreation then, too. They were something you did on the weekend. Cocaine was used during sexual encounters. Your sense is heightened on it.
Interview III: Threat

In the last interview, you said you respected the disease. What threatens you about it?

You know, there are still cases of HIV sweeping through the blood supply at hospitals. I do not know if I could get a blood transfusion. There are still cases where it slips through. Unprotected sex for anyone, homosexual or heterosexual, there is still risk there; so, you have to respect the disease. Unless you are with your partner 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, you do not know what they could be doing; so, it is your responsibility to take care of your life. Period.

Are there entities that threaten people living with HIV?

I think there is still discrimination across the board. Businesses have just gotten smarter about how they do it. If you went into your employer tomorrow, and told them that you were HIV positive, if they wanted to get rid of you, they would try to do it legally. They would find every little infraction on your record to use it against you. In the 80s, they did not care if it was discrimination. Goodbye. We do not need you. A lot of that is still there. They just cover themselves before they do it. You never truly know who you are dealing with, even in your own family. Until the hammer hits the nail on the head, you do not know. Period.
How do you protect yourself from perceived threats to do with HIV?

Professionally, I have been self-employed since I was 23. I honestly do not think I have been discriminated against in business. [Field of work] is open to homosexuals, but it also may be that I was good at what I did. They called me, I did not call them. Sexually, I am very safe, which I have mentioned. And, socially, I really do not see it as a threat with other people that are positive.

Interview IV: Convictions

When you consider HIV as a health issue, what beliefs do you hold deeply?

You want me to sound crazy, do you not? (laughter) The only conspiracy theory that I believe is that I think HIV was invented in lab and meant as germ warfare. It was tested on undesirables, the homosexuals, and it got out of control. That is my personal belief. Now, being an educated man, I know how stupid that sounds. But, this spread really fast all over the world. When this first came out, the mainstay explanation the media and medical profession gave was that HIV started in Africa. Men were copulating with monkeys. But how many could have been doing that? Take from the time it started to the spread of it, ask yourself, how could this have happened so quickly. How many men who acquired this disease from monkeys were also having sex with men from other countries. It does not click. And that was the only explanation they were giving.
What lead you to believe this?

Anyone that knows me will tell you I am not quick to judge. I am usually a deliberator. I am a thinker. It was the only theory they had. We heard it every day. We heard that for years and years and years. It is the mathematics of it.

What convictions do you have toward the disease as a social phenomenon?

Your mind, your body; your sexual life, you do what you want to do. I am not going to judge you unless it hurts someone else. Do what you wish. I am still passionate about people not getting the disease, though. I would not want anyone getting the disease. (emphatic tone) No one. Even if it is not a death sentence now, it is still life changing. I mean I do not mean to mentor anyone. I do not want to warp anyone (laughter), but I encourage people to educate themselves.

Have your convictions concerning HIV ever caused you to modify your behavior?

In the early 80s, I continued the same behavior, sexually, that I had. When I got married, yes. I was lots more cautious. And, now, still, but in a different way; because, I have different information about HIV. I have the belief system that you are born this way. You are not conditioned to be this way. Therefore, a dog is a dog. But, if I would not have been unhappy sexually in my first marriage to a woman, I would probably still be
married, in the closet and having affairs with men. That is generational, that is societal. But, also, I think there are a lot of young gay men, through the indoctrination of the church and their family, they would do the same now. But, then it was still a different time. We were all big sissies if you gay back then. They just knew every one of us had a party dress and high heels somewhere in our closet. Now, I think it is about being open and who you are. I felt validated when gay marriage passes, free. Had a little attitude. I totally believe in the separation of church and state. I do not believe that anyone’s personal beliefs or religions should dictate who I love and want to make a life with. It is no one’s business. We were sitting at home on the sofa watching the evening news when we found out. I mean I have known that I am gay since I was thirteen. I always knew though. That was the first time that was acted on. It felt natural. And, I had an uncle that was gay. It was never discussed. I knew he was gay. Everyone did. He never told me that. He was a bachelor his entire life. It was just a different time. My family did not love him any less. They did not talk about it. My mother had a wonderful “flamer” as a friend when I was growing up. To use the phrase, “queer as a two-dollar gold piece.” You knew it the minute his feet hit the floor. He was very accepted by my family. I have two cousins that are gay. It was my inner shame.

What do you think your uncle’s experience was like?

Horrible. Sad. What do you do when you live 30 minutes from civilization on a farm, and there may have been others around. But, I do not know. But, we have a friend that is
married now. I cannot imagine in my lifetime going back and not being who I am. So, you go back to the 60s, to the 70s, and in the 80s we were coming out in rebellion. But before that it was a hidden life. It was very sad, very sad. In some areas, you still have to hide who you are. Our friend is 22, and married to a woman. I feel sorry for him. I have not figured out how his wife doesn’t know. But, I never hated myself for being this way. I never felt shame. But, I felt duty. I am the only male grandchild. I did not have son though. I have daughters. I felt it was expected. Now, I would not change it; because, I have two wonderful daughters. But, when I look back, if there is anything I do not like, I do not resent anyone. I have no one to blame, but myself. When I hit forty, I had very successful business, my daughters were graduating, but I had inner loneliness. I think I made a conscious decision that I was not going to care what anyone else thought anymore. I was 40, and I did not know if I would see 80. But if I did, the last 40 were going to be on my terms.
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